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LIST OF DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Construct Definition 

Bid A bid is a formal proposition made by the contracting firm that presents a solution and 

corresponding price based on the client firm’s requests and likewise is a chance to extend 

the contracting firm’s future business, through transforming it (the bid) into a successful 

project. Proposal, tender, offer are frequently used synonyms for bid (Lewis, 2003; 

Nickson, 2003; Philbin, 2008). 

 

Bid Management Bid Management is the internal process of gathering, managing and collecting lead’s 

related information that is performed by cross-functional teams of the contracting firm 

to create a commercial offer for the client firm while balancing quality, costs and time 

parameter (Lewis, 2003; Nickson, 2003; Philbin, 2008; Stader, 1997). 

 

Bid Management process A collection of activities that are traversed by the contracting firm as a response on an 

ITB from the client. All bid related activities can be broadly divided into five stages: 

business planning, requirements capture, bid architecture, bid development, and bid 

evaluation. The stakeholders will use decision making to move to the next stage in the 

Bid Management process (Jaques, 2011; Lewis, 2003; Nickson, 2003; Smart & Ferreira, 

2012; Philbin, 2008; Whitley, 2006). 

 

Business-2-Business (B2B) 

 

 

Client 

 

 

 

Co-creation 

 

Trading between firms (and not between businesses and consumers) (Business 

Dictionary, 2015). 

 

The firm that is initiating the Invitation To Bid (ITB); which is looking for the contractor 

that offers them the best bid; is aiming at buying solution to cover their perceived issues 

(Lewis, 2003). 

 

Co-creation refers to the processes whereby clients and producers collaborate in creating 

value (Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012). 

 

Contractor The firm that is responding to the Invitation To Bid (ITB); which is trying to capture 

new business opportunities; is aiming at selling their products & services (Lewis, 2003). 

 

DMU Decision Making Unit; group of individuals within the client firm that jointly decide 

which contractor wins the bid. 

 

HLC High Level Controls; IT specific software and hardware that is required to drive the 

system’s mechanics. 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/trader.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/business.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/consumer.html
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Integrated solution An integrated solution is a combinational offering that consists of products and services 

(Shankar, Berry and Dotzel, 2007). The main idea is that the bundle of products and 

services deliver more value to the customer then the sum of the individual components 

would.  (Brady et al., 2005). 

 

Invitation To Bid (ITB) A formal request initiated by the client firm towards multiple contractors to provide them 

a responds that offers technical and commercial solutions for their perceived issues 

(Lewis, 2003). 

 

Inter-organizational  

interaction 

 

Interaction between the contractor and its suppliers during the bid (Lewis, 2003; 

Nickson, 2003).  

 

Intra-actors interaction 

 

Interaction between the internal actors of the contracting firm. These actors can be 

employees/groups of employees that have different backgrounds, responsibilities and 

incentives (Jaques, 2011; Lewis, 2003) 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this thesis was to explore how contractors should co-create integrated solutions with their clients and 

between their internal actors during very formal selling situations, called “biddings”. Integrated solution are complex 

bundles of products and services and their effectiveness strongly depends on the degree to which a contractor and 

client communicate and collaborate during the sales process. Many scholars label this occupation tight and 

continuous communication and collaboration as co-creation (Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012; Tuli et al., 2007). While 

co-creation between the contractor and client is recognized as a vital part of the sales process that is required for 

selling integrated solutions, bidding is chiefly characterized for its strict rules that limit the formal contact between 

the client and contractor. Though, some scholars (Philbin, 2008; Williams & McDonald, 1993) report that 

contractors need to use informal channels to set-up informal interactions in order to bypass the bidding rules so that 

co-creation with clients can be stimulated during the bid. Interactions between client and contractor during the bid 

could be formal (allowed by the client) or rather informal (bypassing the client’s bidding rules). And so, because the 

formal interactions and thus the co-creation is strongly hampered by clients during the bid, the solution’s 

effectiveness depends strongly on the informal interactions that took place between the contractor and client. Firstly, 

this study aimed to discover how contractors performed informal interactions with clients in the field. The second 

aim was to investigate whether and how informal interactions could provide contractors with competitive advantages. 

The third aim of this study was to identify how formal interactions between client and contracting firm were 

restricted in terms of interaction breadth and depth (Cova & Salle, 2007). This come forth from that fact that scholars 

argued that less formal contact with the client would strengthen the need for co-creation between the involved actors 

within the contracting firm during the bid (Tuli et al., 2007). Fourthly, the study focused on how the restriction on 

formal interaction between client and contractor affected the required interaction between the internal involved 

actors within the contracting firm (intra-actors interactions).  

 

The results of this study were built upon several theoretical insights gained from academic literature and on practical 

data that was collected from four organizational case studies; bid (sales) processes that were recently executed within 

Vanderlande. Approximately 27 interviews with involved actors from both the contractor and client’s side have been 

conducted. Next, process research methods (Poole & van de Ven, 1995) were applied to map the external – both 

formal and informal - interactions and the intra-actors interactions in all cases. The events itself were based on at 

least two sources of information (persons and documents) and were continuously evaluated through presenting them 

to internal involvers and managers in several follow-up meetings. Then, all events per case were analyzed based on 

four constructs that related to the formaled research questions: (1) formal/informal interaction between the client 

and contractor, (2) depth of interaction between the client and contractor, (3) breadth of interaction between the 

client and contractor and (4) the interaction between the involved actors within the contracting firm (intra-actors 

interaction). All findings on these constructs were synthesized and then used to answer the research questions (see 

chapter part 4.2).  

 

Results revealed that informal channels were frequently used as an opportunity to stimulate co-creation, as such to 

have additional communication and to receive additional information from clients. Importantly, a considerable part 
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of the interactions with the client were performed before the bid, since the acquaintance between contractor and 

client usually took place before the client officialy started the bid. In all cases, clients invited the contractor to check 

their bid request before they officially initiated  the bid. This provided opportunities for the contractor to capture 

prior knowledge about the solution’s content (Whitley, 2006) and the client’s Decision Making Unit (DMU). Bidding 

rules did not yet stand in the pre-bid phase, so clients in general appeared to be more open and willing to interact 

here. Hence, clients left space for the contractor to set-up the co-creation in the pre-bid phase (Business Planning: 

Philbin, 2008).  

 

Although it was assumed in the theoretical analysis that bidding rules mainly determined the degree to which clients 

hampered co-creation during the bid, this appeared only partly to depend on these bidding rules. Importantly, the 

degree to which clients hampered co-creation also depended on the personal prefered communication style of a 

client’s single representative: informal interactions were mostly performed in one-to-one setting and if a single 

client’s representative preferred informal communication then he/she often sought additional contact with a 

contractor’s sales member, even if the client firm maintained strict bidding rules. Moreover, client’s representatives 

overall started to communicate additional information informally as the amount of competitive contractors - still 

participating in the bid – decreased (see chapter 5). Many client’s began to communicate additional information on 

their expectations regarding technology, price and even about competitors’ actions in the latest stages of the bid. 

However, sales members were not always sure about the reliability of additional information, c.q. what the client’s 

intention was to communicate additional information informally. Some thought that these were consious attempts 

of clients to get the best technical offer for the lowest price. Others concluded that it was based on goodwill that 

emerged from the strong relationships they had built with the client’s representatives. Whether information gained 

from informal channels was reliability sometimes remained questionable, though it were the sales members that 

jointly needed to decide whether to do something with it. If the information was internally considered as reliable 

and useable, it was processed into actions to strengthen the proposal (e.g. rescope the technological scope, 

readjusting price). If contractor processed the additional information correctly, then still the client could have 

communicated it to another contractor as well. Unless the competitor was able to correctly process the information 

into actions, the additional information did not provide any competitive advantage at all. Whether informal 

interactions provided contractors with competitive advantages remains specelative in this study, since clients refused 

to give data about what information they communicated to other contractors that participated in the bid.  

 

Deeper investigation on the formal interactions revealed that the restriction of formal interactions was controlled by 

the client. This means, that every client decided for themselves how many formal interactions they allowed. Further 

analysis revealed that as the amount of formal interactions (level of interaction depth) between the client and 

contractor decreased, informal interactions between contractor and client, and interactions between internal actors 

became more important actions to stimulate co-creation. If only a few formal interactions were allowed, then there 

was little opportunity to go through all the client’s coded demands. Consequently, a considerable part of the sales 

offer then had to be built on assumptions. Frequent intra-actors interactions, such team discussions & internal 

workshops between internal experts within the contracting firm, were required to make assumptions as realistic as 

possible. Senior members – with much experience – were found best capable of setting realistic assumptions without 
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needed many discussions with the client. Though, the assumptions could still deviate from the client’s expectations, 

making informal interactions with the client a necessary tool to validate the set of assumptions to further strengthen 

the proposal. Another insight was found on the amount of contractor’s sales members that had direct contact with 

the client during the bid (level of interaction breadth). The level of interaction breadth was mostly determined by 

the contractor’s internal sales team because the client did not particularly set rules about who would be allowed to 

join formal meetings. Importantly, a lack of interaction breadth caused some parts of the solution to be poorly aligned 

with the client’s expectations because the sales members found it hard to interpret the coded needs correctly without 

any direct contact. Additional, experts that had no direct contact missed information about udpates that the clients 

communicated along the bid. These new needs emerged because clients learned about possibilities for their requested 

solution. More negative effects of the lack of interaction breadth were the long communications lines that emerged 

internally. When clients communicated updates, they were often inadequately and/or delayed passed to other 

internals. Adequately and timely communicating client’s updates to the entire sales team is important, because they 

can lead to changes that could have impacts on multiple solutions parts. Hence, this study advises contractor to 

involve a bid manager or use a bid architecture platform to enhance timely and adequate internal communicationof 

updates that come from clients. Moreover, conflicts between internal actors were also identified in situations were 

supporting actors within the contracting firm initiated updates. These supporting actors sometimes made an update 

that impacted other solution parts, making it necessary to inform the client. The analysis revealed that an update 

from one actor injured the incentive of another internal actor, which sometimes resulted in internal conflicts. 

Incentives were partly build on compensation arrangement that – according to the data – stimulated some sales 

members to focus more on the system solution part and others on the service solution part. Hence, this study 

recommends firms to insert an reward arrangement system that equally reward all sales members that worked on the 

solution and which is based on the client satisfaction with the entire solution. This is expected to enhance the 

collaboration between internals because it creates one shared goal for the team: making the client satisfied with both 

the system and the service.   
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 

Introduction 

While Vanderlande actually approaches an order intake of 1.5 billion euros, they experience difficulties with 

capturing new business opportunities, especially those that concern requests for integrated solution. Although 

Vanderlande spends much effort to capture these types of new business opportunities, a considerable part of 

integrated solution related leads are won by competitors. Integrated solutions are built on bundles of products and 

services (Shankar et al., 2007) and therefore require the involvement of many different functional actors (product 

expert, service experts, pricing expert, engineering experts, legal experts etc.) (Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011). Hence, the 

sales complexity increases because an integrated solution requires stronger collaboration and communication 

between all these actors from the solution provider and the client (Ulaga & Loveland, 2014; Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011). 

This occupation is labeled by many scholars as co-creation (Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012; Tuli et al., 2007). In contrast, 

more clients constantly set rules to ensure that their required effort and cost of purchase are minimized (Stremersch 

et al., 2001). Consequently, these rules limit the formal interactions and thus hamper the co-creation between them 

and the selling firms (e.g. Vanderlande) that respond to their requests for integrated solutions (Nickson, 2003). Such 

formal selling situations are known as “biddings” (Philbin, 2008). As a result, it becomes more difficult for 

Vanderlande to get in closer contact and to identify the customer’s needs during the sale. Importantly, interactions 

are a vital part of co-creation that is required to build an effective solution for a specific customer (Tuli et al., 2007). 

Effective solutions are those that enhance the selling firm’s both short-term performance (increasing chances of 

winning the bid) and long-term performance (satisfy the customer and providing future profit) (Anderson et al., 

1998). Due to time limits, this study only focused on the short-term performance of the bid. Because formal 

interactions between Vanderlande and her customers is limited, the solution’s effectiveness strongly relies on the (1) 

informal interactions (interactions in which the client’s bidding rules are bypassed) between Vanderlande and her 

customers (Philbin, 2008; Williams & McDonald, 1993) and the (2) interactions between the internal actors within 

Vanderlande involved during the bid (Tuli et al., 2007). Hence, the main question that is proposed in current study 

is as follows: 

 

How should Vanderlande perform co-creation with their clients and between their internal actors during bidding 

to enhance the solution’s short-term performance? 

 

Literature review 

The theoretical analysis of academic literature revealed that customers not only assess the solution’s content but also 

judge the relational processes through the solution is created (Tuli et al., 2007). This underlines the importance of 

co-creation (as a collection of relational processes, formed out of interactions) in case the customer’s request 

concerns the need for an integrated solution (Miller et al., 2002). Furthermore, this study highlights the restriction 

of interacting, which is related to the degree to which both the buying and selling firm are open to share information 

and willing to participate in the co-creation (Hakanen & Jookkala, 2012), and the difficulty of interacting, which 

depends on the knowledge intensity of the solution and on the experience of both the selling firm (Vanderlande) and 

the customer (Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012; Sawhney et al., 2006). Integrated solutions are mostly are knowledge 
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intensive, refers to the complexity of the solution’s content whereas the client’s experience refers to the degree to 

which the client is aware of its needs and the solution that is needed to cover those (Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012; 

Sawhney et al., 2006). The experience of the contractor depends on the degree to which they are familiar with the 

solution elements that are requested (customized/standardized solution) (Lampel & Mintzberg, 1996). Since the 

knowledge intensity or the experience level of the buying and/or selling firm could fluctuate per selling case, it 

proposes selling firms (Vanderlande) to adapt different degrees of internal interaction based on how difficult it is to 

interact with the client. The degree of interaction between the buying and selling firm seems to depend on how 

consistently the customer is controlling the bid and is sticking to the bidding rules (level of formality, Nickson 

(2003)). But also on how well the contractor is bypassing these rules through performing informal co-creation 

(Macdonald & Williams, 1993; Philbin, 2008). Finally, factors that influence the interaction between the internal 

actors (such as the selling firm’s hierarchical structure, complementarities between the internal actors’ incentives, 

mutual trust and clarity about the roles & responsibilities) should be taken into account here as well (Cova & Salle, 

2007; Tuli et al., 2007; Windahl & Lakemond, 2006). In order to make the collection of different types of interactions 

meaningful, these occurrences will be put in the context of a Bid Management process. The Bid Management process 

is built on the linear system-based model of Philbin (2008) and basically is the process that Vanderlande traverses 

when responding on a client’s request for an integrated solution. Appendix A provides a more elaborate description 

of this process.   

 

Methodology 

This study concerns an explorative research (Saunders et al., 2009) in which qualitative collection methods (Berg et 

al., 2004) were applied. The data was collected through interviewing the main actors involved in four practical cases 

(Bid Management processes that were recently executed within Vanderlande) to investigate what interactions took 

place here. Importantly, this study adopted the perspective of Mohr (1982) who distinguishes variance theory from 

process theory: in variance theory the precursor is both a necessary and sufficient condition to explain the results 

(causality) while in process theory the basis of explanation is rather a probabilistic rearrangement of occurrences 

(Mohr, 1982). Process theory can also be describes from an event-driven approach perspective (Van de Ven & Poole, 

1995). The event-driven approach perspective is associated with the temporal order and sequence of change events 

based on narratives (Abbott, 1988; Pentland, 1999; Poole & van de Ven, 2004). In accordance to this view, the Bid 

Management process can be seen as a set of events that occur in a certain order and affect the selling firm’s bidding 

result (Stader, 1997). Consequently, in the context of co-creation, an interaction between buying and selling firm or 

between internal actors within the contracting firm can be seen as events (occurrences) that happen for a certain 

reason (trigger) and that have a certain result (outcome). More specifically, there will be focus on capturing the 

content (what was discussed) and structure (who was involved) of each event. In addition, all events need to be 

chronologically ordered to increase the meaningfulness of the data (Poole & van de Ven, 2004). Further on, the data 

will be structured by using the constant comparison method (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Strauss and Corbin, 1990). 

Next, results will be formed from the structured data and are to be presented both narratively and graphically 

(Langley, 1999). Finally, a set of recommendations on how to properly manage the process of co-creation when 

selling integrated solutions through bidding is presented.  
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Results & Conclusions  

Based on the results, this study is considering the co-creation to be both internal and external. External co-creation 

(between client and contractor) consisted of formal and informal interactions with the client while internal co-

creation consisted of internal interactions between the actors (experts) within the contracting firm. Especially the 

formal interactions with client - as part of the external co-creation - were limited during biddings. Less space to 

discuss the content, hindered the co-creation and thus made it much harder for contractors to align the sales offer 

with the client’s expectations. Importantly, a less aligned solution impacted the effectiveness of the offer itself. 

Hence, if the amount of formal interactions (level of interaction depth) was limited, then the offer became more 

depended on the informal interactions - as part of the co-creation - that took place internally. More specifically, the 

sales offer had to be built rather on assumptions because there was little space to discuss the content with the client.  

Therefore contractors are advices to allocate senior experts when the level of interaction depth is low. Because of 

their experience, seniors are expected to be better capable of creating realistic assumptions. Additionally, 

Vanderlande must have multiple informal channels available that they need to use for validating the set of 

assumptions.   

 

Simultaneously Vanderlande should use methods such as checklists and questionnaires that assist sales members 

with balancing the input with respect to client’s needs and expectations regarding all solution parts. Without any 

methods, sales members that are put closest to the client are likely to focus discussions solely on their own parts of 

the solution, leaving many essential aspects of the other solution parts untouched. Further analyses on formal 

interaction revealed that the amount of formal interactions that the client allowed and the amount of experts that 

were allowed to join those interactions varied per case: co-creation seemed to be most hampered in bids where the 

client shared a scarce amount of information and where they allowed a scarce amount of face-to-face meetings. In 

those cases, it was most necessary to stimulate the co-creation by using informal channels. While the level of 

interaction depth was controlled by the client, it was the Vanderlande’s sales team that controlled which experts to 

involve during which meetings with the client (level of interaction breadth). Vanderlande’s experts confirmed that 

direct contact with the client during the bid helped to make their part of the sales offer better. Additionally, it 

prevented the formation of long communication lines between internal experts. Long communication lines appeared 

to raise conflicts between internals when updates on the sales offer had to be communicated to the client. Moreover, 

updates on the offer that came from the client were not always passed on correctly. Based on this insight, 

Vanderlande is advised to implement bid architecture platform or involve Bid Managers to increase adequate and 

timely transfer of information regarding updates from the client to all internals. Additionally, it is important that 

contractors understand the impact of maintaining different reward arrangements for the sales members. Internal 

conflicts regularly emerged when one actor proceeded an update in the sales offer that negatively affected the other 

internal actor’s incentive. Hence, this study also recommends contractors to maintain a single reward arrangement 

for all sales members that is based on the client’s satisfaction with the solution that is delivered. This creates one 

shared goal for all members of the sales team and diminishes the lack of complementarities between these different 

actors’ incentives. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This first chapter will provide an introduction on the company’s environment in which the problem is positioned, 

the problem indication and statement, the research methods that will be applied, an explanation on both theoretical 

and practical relevance of this thesis and finally, an overview of the structure that is maintained throughout this 

report.  

1.1. Vanderlande 

Vanderlande is a firm that provides automated material handling systems and services worldwide. The firm became 

well known in the late 20th century because of its high-tech baggage handling systems that were delivered to dozens 

of airports all around the world.    

A few years ago the firm decided to extend their offerings: material handling solutions were planned to be offered 

to Parcel & Postal players (DHL, TNT, UPC etc.) and warehouse automation solutions should become available for 

companies within the Food (Ahold, Liddle, WoolWorths), Part & Components (Bosch, Rockwell Automation etc.) 

and Fashion industries (Zalando, Nike, Adidas etc.). This new strategy turned out to be successful and so the 

organizational growth continued vastly.  

Due to significant growth during the last decade, management decided to split up the organization into two separate 

business units: Baggage Handling (BH) and Warehouse Parcel & Postal (WPP). BH would be tasked to provide 

baggage handling solutions to a major part of airfields worldwide. WPP would deliver material handling solutions 

to automate warehousing & distribution centers for e-commerce and Parcel & Postal sort systems. Both business 

units have their own internal service organization to provide existing customers with operational and maintenance 

related services that support the customer’s logistic systems.  

More than 2700 fulltime employees were counted in the year 2014 and with an order intake of more than 1 Billion 

this year, Vanderlande is one of the major logistic solution suppliers in the Netherlands. Currently, Vanderlande is 

developing both its products and services to remain dominant in their target markets. The growth is expected to 

continue as management decided to aim for an order intake exceeding 1.5 Billion by the end of 2016. 
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1.2. Problem indication 

Vanderlande’s management has clearly set their targets on order intake and net profit. And so, the organization needs 

to generate extra income from new customers and retain existing customers to stimulate repeat business.  

 

The largest part of revenue should come from new business opportunities and since a large part of new business 

opportunities is captured through bidding, the organization’s future highly depends on how the quality of the bids 

that are presented to future clients. A bid concerns a formal proposition made by the contracting firm that presents 

a solution and corresponding price based on the buying firm’s requests and likewise is a chance to extend the 

contracting firm’s future business, through transforming it (the bid) into a successful project (Lewis, 2003; Nickson, 

2003; Whitley, 2006) .  

Although the order intake is still increasing, Vanderlande currently experiences fierce competition, especially in the 

Parcel & Postal and Warehouse Automation markets. In order to remain dominant in these markets, the organization 

will firstly need to increase their bid winnings. Secondly, to satisfy both the internal organization and its customers 

they should ensure that the captured bids are transformed into successful projects. Successful projects here refer to 

projects that gain long-term performance and provide future profit (Anderson et al., 1998). Many scholars share a 

widespread belief that long-term performance concerns pursuing superiority in both productivity (internal 

satisfaction) and customer satisfaction (external satisfaction) (Anderson et al., 1998; Boulding et al., 1993). 

Productivity concerns the efficiency at which inputs are transformed into outputs. Thus, higher levels of productivity 

simply increase the net profit of the project that is executed (Gummesson et al., 2004).  Churchill and Surprenant 

(1982) define customer satisfaction as an outcome of purchase and use resulting from the buyers' comparison of the 

rewards and costs of the purchase in relation to the anticipated consequences. Customer satisfaction would firstly 

lower costs to attract new customers because satisfied customers are spreading positive information through word-

of-mouth (Anderson, 1994; Fornell, 1992). Furthermore it could make customers more loyal, which enhances repeat 

buying (Fornell, 1992; Rust et al., 1994). Moreover, Fornell (1992) reported that customer satisfaction is likely to 

enhance both cross-selling and upselling. Upselling refers to this practice of offering an additional product to a 

customer who just made a purchase. Schmitz (2013) defines cross-selling as a customer management process that 

involves the sale of additional products or services that are not the same and that can be related or unrelated to those 

that a customer has purchased or declared a desire to buy previously.  
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Vanderlande’s repeat business with their Parcel & Postal and Warehouse customers concerns both upselling and 

cross-selling. For instance some existing customers request extra sorter assets to extend their sort system (upselling). 

In addition, many customers request risk-based maintenance services and/or process consultancy offerings to support 

their logistics sorting systems (cross-selling). Therefore, both forms of repeat business generate extra profit and so 

form important objectives for Vanderlande to achieve their long-term targets. 

Hence, Vanderlande needs solutions that help to improve the effectiveness of their bids so that more business 

opportunities (short-term) can be captured and that it provides a better base for the long-term project (long-term 

performance in terms of productivity and customer satisfaction). An overview is provided in figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1: Overview from bid to successful project 

1.3. Problem statement 

The management reports that it becomes hard for Vanderlande to remain dominant especially within the Parcel & 

Postal and Warehousing markets. (Bles & Verkuijlen, 2015) They mention two main problems in serving these 

markets:  

 

1. An increasing amount of new business opportunities, on which the organization spends effort to bid on, are 

captured by competitors. Many of these losses concern buying firm’s requests for integrated solutions 

(Davies et al., 2007; Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012; Tukker et al., 2011; Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011).  
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A majority of bid management related papers is mentioning that companies are frequently faced with losing 

a bid and more importantly that they do not know how to improve their bidding success rate (Lewis, 2003; 

Nickson, 2003; Whitley 2006; Philbin 2008; Smart & Ferreira, 2012). Where previously it was possible to 

bill customers for development time that the selling firm could use to customize their offering, customers 

are increasingly inclined to treat this as a supplier cost, rather than as something they should pay (Ryals & 

Rackham, 2015). Consequently, bidding nowadays are funded by the selling firm itself and losing the bid 

thereby causes direct financial losses and additionally deprive the selling firm from capturing future 

revenue out of this opportunity (Philbin, 2008).  

 

2. New business opportunities that were captured through bidding earlier are often not providing the desired 

level of long-term profit. Many of these concern bids in which the buying firm requested integrated 

solutions as well.     

 

Losing profit on the long-term would imply that more money is spent and/or less money is earned than was 

estimated during the bid. There could be multiple factors that impact this deviation. However, every project 

that lacks profit obviously negatively impacts the financial position of the firm. Additionally, it is well 

known in literature that firms are struggling to profit from servitizing (Barnett et al., 2013; Baines et al. 

2006; Finne & Sionio, 2010; Vandermerwe & Rada, 1989), which could be one reason why especially bids 

consisting of integrated solutions fail on the long-term. Neely (2008) provides evidence that although 

industrial manufacturing firms that offer services enjoy higher revenues compared to traditional 

manufacturing firms, they surprisingly generate lower levels of profit. Additionally, some scholars (Ulaga 

& Loveland, 2014; Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011) report that delivering integrated solutions require a different 

approach compared to providing stand-alone products or services.  

Another important point to mention here is the fact that since multiple functional units (departments) with own 

incentives and targets are involved for the long-term; conflicts between these units could emerge when the actual 

long-term profit is disappointing (lower than was expected). These conflicts are not desirable for future bids, in 

which cross-functional collaboration is highly important. (Lewis, 2003; Nickson, 2003) Interestingly, both these 

problems strongly relate to the fact that the bid is a response on the buying firm’s specific request for an integrated 

solutions rather than a single product or service: these bids in particular seem to lack both short-term performance 
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(winning the bid; problem 1) and long-term performance (not capturing the desired level of profit on the long-term; 

problem 2). 

1.4. Scope – main research question 

Scholars consistently report that firms which develop and sell integrated solutions specifically need to focus on co-

creating these with their customers (Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012). Co-creation is an important occupation that selling 

firms should master because clients not only assess the content of the offering but also the relational processes 

through which an integrated solution is created (Tuli et al. 2007). These relational processes concern a collection of 

interactions between the solution receiver and solution developer but also between the multiple actors of the solution 

developing firm (Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012). Integrated solutions consist of multiple divergent elements, so often 

multiple actors are involved at the receiver’s side (Miller et al., 2002).  

 

The quality of the offerings is likely to improve because co-creation stimulates the manufacturer to create a deeper 

understanding of the buying firm’s operational processes (Anderson, Narsus & Van Rossum, 2006), to discover the 

client’s expectations (Davies et al., 2007), and to clearly communicate the value of the offer to that client firm (Tuli 

et al., 2007). Additionally its basis is to form a stronger relationship with this buying firm (Miller et al., 2002) to 

increase their satisfaction level (Anderson et al., 2006) and with that also increase chances of future business (e.g. 

cross-selling, up-selling) (Fornell, 1992; Rust et al. 1997). Hence, the chances of winning a bid and transforming it 

into a successful project that delivers future profit, highly depends on how Vanderlande co-creates the solution with 

their customers and how involved actors within Vanderlande co-create during bidding. (Lewis, 2003; Philbin, 2008).  

 

Scholars report that co-creation requires all actors from both the solution provider and client’s side to be open to 

share information and willing to participate (Hakanen & Jookalla, 2012). Interestingly, many scholars on integrated 

solution presume that interaction between buying and selling firm – which forms the basis for co-creation - is 

possible. However, there are selling situations in which the possibility of co-creating with the buying firm is 

hampered because rules are limiting the interaction between buying and selling firm. Such selling situations are 

caused by the buying firm’s behavior: many are very cautious when it comes to sharing information with potential 

sellers (Stremersch et al., 2001). Additionally, buying firms are not always eager to participate because they do not 

directly see the benefits of performing strong interaction with the selling firms (Du et al., 2012). As a result, they 

set rules to minimize their participation and lower the openness to share information, creating a very formal way of 
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selling. “Bidding” can be considered such a formal selling situation in which the buying-selling firm interaction is 

limited (Philbin, 2008; Stader, 1997). As a result, it offers selling firms little/almost no opportunity to get in closer 

contact with the buying firm, making it hardly impossible to co-create an integrated solution during bidding (Lewis, 

2003).   

 

Importantly, because bidding is increasingly being applied in the field (van Dijk, 2000; Eadie et al., 2011; Hardeman, 

2012; Pianoo, 2014; Stremersch et al., 2001), it would be relevant to investigate how Vanderlande should perform 

co-creation with their clients as well as between their internal actors during bidding to improve the solution’s short 

and long-term performance. However, investigating the long-term performance of a bid would take several years of 

research at Vanderlande, which do not fit within the master thesis agreed period.  Hence, this study focuses only on 

the solution’s short-term performance: whether the bid was won or lost. This raises the following research question: 

 

How should Vanderlande perform co-creation with their clients and between their internal actors before and 

during bidding to enhance the solution’s short-term performance? 

 

Figure 2 visualize the situation. Red marks are included to highlight the scope of this research: co-creation of an 

integrated solution with the customer and between the internal actors during the Bid Management process to enhance 

both the short-term and long-term performance of Vanderlande. 

 

Finally, this study will provide the following deliverables:  

 A final report that includes set of recommendations will be created: instructing contractors how to properly 

manage the process of co-creation when selling integrated solutions through bidding.  

 An extensive literature study including theoretical analyses on important constructs related to selling 

integrated solution and Bid Management.  

 A final presentation, in which all results are orally presented to the involved actors. 
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Figure 2: Scope of this research (marked red) 

1.5. Research method 

As reported the co-creation will take place within the Bid Management process and thus current study will use these 

processes as case study objects. A Bid Management process can be considered highly complex, because it changes 

through loads of social interactions between the actors involved (Nickson, 2003; Philbin, 2008). Additionally, each 

Bid Management process is considered to be different because a single process is linked to the development of a 

unique integrated solution that (partly) consists of customized elements (Sawhney, 2006; Tuli et al., 2007). Hence, 

it requires the application of exploratory research to seek new insights on how co-creation with the client and 

between the internal actors (within Vanderlande) can be performed with the aim of developing new hypotheses 

regarding co-creation in the context of selling integrated solutions during biddings.  

 

The aim of this study is to analyze several practical Bid Management process (case studies) that were recently 

executed within Vanderlande. Hence, this study uses a case-study setting (Yin, 1998) to collect information about 

the social setting and events in order to get an understanding how interactions with the client and between the internal 

actors occur and function in the field (Berg et al., 2004). Furthermore, the Bid Management process has no general 

measurable variables and thus it requires the application of qualitative research methods. Qualitative research is also 

most suitable because this exploratory research is mainly aiming to provide an understanding of the underlying 
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concepts, reasoning and motivations that arise during the interactions that took place between the actors in the Bid 

Management process.  

 

Importantly, clear causality is not expected in the Bid Management process because outcomes are formed based on 

multiple complex interactions between the human involvers. This underlines the difference between variance and 

process theory (Mohr, 1982). In variance theory the precursor is both a necessary and sufficient condition to explain 

the results while in process theory the basis of explanation is rather a probabilistic rearrangement than causality. In 

addition, Van de Ven (1992) has proceeded with investigating process theories and explains a process as a narrative 

describing how things develop and change. This definition matches the event-driven approach that is associated with 

the temporal order and sequence of change events based on narratives (Abbott, 1988; Pentland, 1999; Poole & Van 

de Ven, 2004). In accordance to this view, the Bid Management process can be seen as a set of events that occur in 

a certain order and that affect the selling firm’s bidding result (Stader, 1997). More specifically in the context of co-

creation, the Bid Management process can be seen as a collection of different (forms of) interactions (as part of the 

co-creation) that take place over time.   

 

Raw data will be collected through semi-structured interviews with retrospective accounts that were involved in the 

practical Bid Management process cases. Each interview will be recorded and transcribed. Subsequently, coding 

categories will be used to structure the data. Next, constant comparison method (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Strauss and 

Corbin, 1990) is used to analyze all data. The first steps we to identify incidents and from there compare which 

incidents are applicable for which category. Next these incidents will be transformed into events (Poole & Van de 

Ven, 2004). Finally, the collection of events from different cases will be presented both narratively and graphically. 

The specific aim of presenting it graphically is to underline the patterns between the interactions that took place 

within the Bid Management process and how these led to certain specific outcomes. Hence, visual mapping will be 

used to visualize these patterns of impact for each case (Langley, 1999; Langley & Truax, 1994). 

1.6. Theoretical & practical relevance 

While multiple papers on both integrated solutions particular highlight the need for co-creation, there seem to be no 

paper that consistently addresses how co-creation should be performed in highly formal selling situations such as 

biddings. Subsequently, literature on Bid Management does not specifically mention the need to co-create with the 

customer, rather presuming that interaction between the selling and buying firm is strictly limited. By exemption, 

Philbin (2008) is the only scholar that addresses co-creation via informal information channels - developed by 
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Macdonald & Williams (1993) - in the context of bidding. However, Philbin (2008) only mentions informal channels 

as an tool for selling firms to apply, while not provide any descriptions how it is or should be performed in the field. 

Hence, the study is partly build on this theoretical gap and investigates whether and how selling firms are actually 

performing it in the field.  Additionally, co-creation is investigated from the perspective of the bid itself: it is the 

first study that considers each bid as a unique process with a specific level of co-creation hindrance. Hence, the 

degree to which the co-creation is hampered namely depends on the bid characteristics and the client that contractors 

are facing. Because the restriction on co-creation differs per case, this study used level interaction depth and breadth 

to explain the degree of restriction more in detail. Hence, this study provides additional contribution in defining the 

constructs “interaction breadth” and “interaction depth” (Cova & Salle, 2007) in the context of bidding.  

 

Regarding the practical relevance of this study: this study provided practical data on Bid Management, something 

that scholars mentioned as still being very scarce in the research area (Lewis, 2003; Nickson, 2003; Strock, 1994; 

Philbin, 2008). Philbin (2008) in particular, mentioned the need of future studies on Bid Management in the form of 

case studies. In support, practitioners noticed this formal type of selling is increasingly being applied in the field 

(Pianoo, 2014; Hardeman, 2012; Union, 2015). While a shift towards the request for integrated solutions in this area 

is also notices, strict rules regarding the buying-selling firm interaction seem to be further tightened in European 

projects (Union, 2015), in Dutch public projects (Hardeman, 2012) but in B2B markets as well (van Dijk, 2000; 

Eadie et al., 2011; Pianoo, 2014; Stremersch et al., 2001). Hence, this highlighted the practical relevance of 

investigating how selling firms should create integrated solutions during bidding, knowing that co-creating with the 

buying firm is hard due to the strict rules that count regarding the buying-selling firm interaction.  

 

Furthermore, current study provides contractors with important recommendations so that they can improve their co-

creation when selling integrated solutions through bidding. Additionally, integrated solutions require the 

involvement of both the internal product and service organizations because integrated solutions exist of both product 

and service elements. Hence, recommendations can be helpful for both the internal product and service 

organizations.  

1.7. Report structure 

The first part of this report contains an introduction and some background information about the company and its 

environment. The next part consists of a recap on the theoretical findings from the literature review. This includes a 
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description of selling integrated solution, co-creating solutions, a summary of the key concept of Bid Management 

and co-creation during the Bid Management process. The theoretical analysis end with the presentation of the gaps 

and the conceptual framework. The third chapter will provide a decent explanation of the methodologies that will 

be used to study the practical cases. Fourth, the analytical procedure and an explanation of the main constructs will 

be provided. Fifth, results of the practical analyses will be presented these analyses will be based on both buying-

selling firm and intra-actors interactions; its triggers, outcomes, and specific involvers. Finally, the last part in this 

document provides conclusions and recommendations based on both the theoretical and practical analyses that were 

conducted. An overview of the thesis’ structure can be found in figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Overview of the report's structure 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter summarizes the most important theoretical findings on co-creating integrated solutions in the context 

of bidding. The last part of this chapter will provide the most important conclusions as well as the theoretical gaps 

and framework of this study.  

2.1. Selling integrated solutions 

Integrated solutions can be defined as “bundles of products and services” (Foote et al., 2001), also known as hybrid 

offerings (Ulaga & Loveland, 2014; Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011) or product-service systems (Tukker, 2004). The main 

idea is that the bundle of products and services deliver more value to the customer then the sum of the individual 

components would (Brady et al., 2005; Shankar, Berry and Dotzel, 2007). Because integrated solutions have specific 

characteristics, the process of selling (Ulaga & Loveland, 2014; Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011) and creating (Davies et 

al., 2007; Miller et al., 2002) these is much different.  

 

The firm that wants to sell integrated solutions needs to focus on the customer’s processes and operations rather than 

their own product/service portfolio (Anderson, Narsus & Van Rossum, 2006; Foote et al., 2001; Ulaga & Reinartz, 

2011). More specifically, the sale should be based on building a relationship with the customer (Davies et al., 2007) 

instead of delivering a static product/service transaction (Ryals & Rackham, 2015). Relationship building is needed 

during the sale because the manufacturer requires extensive knowledge about the customer’s business first before 

designing the solution (Cova et al., 2008; Davies et al., 2007; Vargo & Lusch, 2008). Additionally, strong 

relationship contributes to the customer satisfaction level (Anderson et al., 1994), which increases chances of repeat 

business (e.g. cross-selling, up-selling) on the long-term (Fornell, 1992; Rust et al., 1994).  

 

Importantly relational processes form an important part of the selling because the customer will not only assess the 

solution’s content but also judge the relational processes through it is created (Tuli et al., 2007). These relational 

processes can be characterized as intangible problem-solving, in which co-creation is indispensable (Cova & Salle, 

2007; Grönroos, 2008; Vargo & Lusch, 2008). Co-creation refers to the interactive occurrences (set of interactions) 

in which the buying firm, selling firm and its suppliers are jointly creating a solution through integrating their 

resources (Davies et al., 2007; Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012). For the solution’s success, it becomes crucial that these 

actors have an ongoing interaction about the evolvement and potential changing nature of the solution need 

(Evanschitzky et al., 2011). 
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2.2. Co-creating when selling integrated solutions 

As reported, co-creation concern the interactive processes (set of interactions) between the involved actors that 

jointly create a solution that will need to comply to the buying firm’s demands (Davies et al., 2007). The aim of co-

creation is to deliver more high-value solutions, which are beneficial for the buying firm. Moreover, it also provides 

an important advantage for the selling firm because they have more space to communicate the value proposition. If 

the buying understands the value that is provided, they would probably be willing to pay more (Tuli et al. 2007).  

Integrated solutions exist of multiple divergent elements (Miller et al. 2002), so it is likely that is will be supplied 

be multiple actors rather than a single actors (Tuli et al., 2007). Hence, co-creation can take place between supplying 

actors and the buying firm but also exclusively between the supplying actors (Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012). 

Importantly, the multiple supplying actors could come from the leading selling firm (e.g. representatives from the 

internal Engineering or the internal Service Operations department) or from different (co-supplying) organizations 

within the supply-chain network (e.g. employees from the raw material supplying firm, employees from the electrical 

components supplying firm). Although this study admits that inter-organizational actors (co-suppliers) can be 

involved in co-creation as well, there will explicit focus on co-creation between the selling and buying firm and the 

co-creation between the multiple internal actors within the (leading) selling firm. 

 

Co-creation between supplying actors and the buying firm, is affected by both buying and selling firm related factors 

(Sawhney, 2006; Tuli et al., 2007). These concern the degree to which firms are truly willing to participate and the 

extent to which they are open to share information (Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012). Another important factor related to 

the buying firm that affects co-creation is “the buying firm’s expertise”. Buying firm’s experience refers to the 

degree to which this firm is aware of its needs and the solution that is needed to cover them (Grönroos, 2011; 

Sawhney, 2006; Tuli et al., 2007; Vargo & Lusch, 2008). Additionally, experienced buyers are more aware of the 

process that is needed to create the solution and are therefore more likely to participate and open to share information 

(Stremersch et al., 2001). As a result experienced buying firms are more likely to be open to share information 

because they are aware of the process that is needed to create a strong solution (Sawhney, 2006; Tuli et al., 2007). 

Additionally they are more capable of clearly communicating what expressed needs (Foote et al., 2002). The extent 

to which the selling firm is familiar with the elements that form the solution, is also an important factor that affects 

co-creation between buying and selling firm. While some elements are well known (standardized implementations), 

others solution elements require new customized implementations (Cornett et al. 2000; Sawhney, 2006). Hence, 

designing highly customized elements require extensive interaction with the customer (Lampel & Mintzberg, 1996).  
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2.2.1. Co-creation between multiple supplying actors 

The most important effect that counts when the solution is created by multiple supplying actors rather than a single 

one is that the solution has to fit not only between the supplied offering and the buying firm’s needs & expectations, 

but also between the goals, preferences and resources of all supplying actors. (Brax & Jonsson, 2009; Hakanen & 

Jaakkola, 2012). Likewise, the more supplying actors are involved, the harder the co-creation becomes because the 

solution simply has to fit to more divergent goals from the different actors. Importantly, strong relationships between 

the supplying actors are of high value in co-creation process and could positively impact the effectiveness of the 

solution offered (Miller et al., 2002; Tuli et al., 2007).  

 

Additional factors that impact the co-creation between the internal supplying actors are the organization’s 

maintained hierarchical structure, the degree of complementarities between the actors’ goals, the amount of mutual 

trust between the actors and the adequate assignment of roles & responsibilities. Tuli et al. (2007) reports that rather 

than maintaining a fixed hierarchical structure – in which one actor takes the lead for every solution request - a 

contingent hierarchical structure – shifting the lead to a specific actor based on the type of solution requested- should 

be beneficial for the intra-actors interaction (Thomas, 1994; Tuli et al., 2007).  Moreover, the degree of 

complementarities between the internal actors’ goals could impact the co-creation (Abdel-Hamid, 1993). Because 

large differences in views & perceptions could cause conflicts between the actors that simultaneously worsen the 

intra-actors interaction (Tuli et al. 2007). More importantly, buying firms also create perceptions of the relational 

processes between internal actors. Hence, worse intra-actors interaction affects the buying firm’s perceived value 

on the process of how the solution is created (Hakanen & Jaakkkola, 2012). Thirdly, the integrated solutions consist 

of many elements and the work is mostly divided among the involved internal actors (Shankar, Berry and Dotzel, 

2007). Hence, the actors need to have trust in each other because the work of one actor could affect the works of 

others (Tuli et al., 2007). Finally, the quality of co-creation, especially when many internal actors are involved, 

depends on how it is coordinated, in terms of assigning roles & responsibilities (Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012). If there 

is no clarity about who is responsible for what, then the co-creation is expected to run inefficiently (Windahl & 

Lakemond, 2006).  

2.2.2. Co-creation in high formal selling situations 

Many papers on integrated solutions describe the need for close interaction and collaboration between the selling 

and buying firm (Davies, 2004; Foote et al., 2001; Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012; Miller et al., 2002; Tuli et al., 2007). 
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Interestingly, most of these presume that interaction between buying and selling firm is possible, however, there are 

selling situations in which the buying-selling firm interaction is formally restricted. This formal type of selling, in 

which strict rules are limiting the buying-selling firm interaction, is recognized as “bidding” (Lewis, 2003; Nickson, 

2003; Philbin, 2008; Whitley, 2006). Importantly, practitioners notice that this formal type of selling (bidding) is 

increasingly being applied for European related projects (Union, 2015). The bidding expert center “PIANOO” 

reports that threshold values for governmental biddings in 2014 for supplies and service contracts starts at 207,000 

euros (Pianoo, 2014). Consequently, some large firms that respond to European biddings, add similar rules to their 

own buying policy. As a result, more firms increasingly experience selling situations in which buying-selling firm 

interaction are restricted (Stremersch et al., 2003).  

2.3. Bid Management 

Important to mention is that this study will align with the terminology used in the private sector in which the noun 

“bid” is preferred. Likewise, the buying firm will be named “client/ client firm” and the selling firm is called 

“contractor / contracting firm”, as is in accordance to the papers related to bidding. Likewise, buying- selling firm 

interaction will be labelled as “client-contractor interaction”. 

 

Bidding starts as an initiative from the client firm, which prepares an Invitation to Bid (ITB) or Invitation For 

Bidding (IFB). Contractors that are interested will respond on the invitation through starting the development of the 

“bid”. A bid is described by Lewis (2003) as “a formal written proposition to undertake work or provide products 

and services for a stated price”. Moreover, the prime function of a bid can be seen from the standpoint of the 

contractor as winning business through a competitive response to client firm’s requirements (Stader, 1997). 

Additionally, Nickson (2003) defines a bid as an approach to a client in order to gain significant new or repeat 

business. Philbin (2008) suggests that a bid is a contracting firm’s opportunity that could be captured and should be 

transformed into a successful project. In summary, a bid is a formal proposition made by the contractor that presents 

a solution and corresponding price based on the client firm’s requests and likewise is a chance to extend the 

contracting firm’s future business, through transforming it (the bid) into a successful project. 

 

Becomes the development of a bid requires the control over multiple activities and diverse amount of resources, Bid 

Management is an important skill that contractors should master (Nickson, 2003). Bid Management is concerned 

with the analyzing, gathering and, managing of information (Stader, 1997). Its complexity is partly caused by the 
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complex structure of stakeholders involved. Nickson (2003) marks the execution of bid related activities mostly 

require different types of functional expertise and tight collaboration between these functionalities. Contractors that 

work on bid are in fact employed with developing technical and commercial solutions based on the client’s needs 

(Whitley, 2006).   

 

The primary goal of the contractor that performs Bid Management is to maximize chances of winning the bid. 

However from the long-term perspective, a bid can be seen as the pillar on which the actual project - which will be 

executed after the sale is closed – will be build. Hence, another goal of Bid Management would be to ensure that the 

bid results in a successful project that provides the organization with future profit (Philbin, 2008; Whitley, 2006). 

Summarizing, Bid Management concerns the process of gathering, managing, and collecting client’s related 

information. The Bid Management related activities are often performed by cross-functional teams to create a 

commercial offer for the client firm while balancing quality, costs, and time parameter. Objectives of Bid 

Management are to (1) maximizing chances of winning the bid and (2) ensuring that the winning bid results in a 

successful project that provides the firm with future profit. 

 

With the aim of clarifying the course and activities of Bid Management within the contracting firm, Philbin (2008) 

introduced a system-based view for Bid Management. This study adapts the system-based view, naming it as the 

“Bid Management process” (see figure 4). The Bid Management process represents a collection of activities that are 

traversed by the contracting firm as a response on an ITB from the client.  All bid related activities can be broadly 

divided into five stages: business planning, requirements capture, bid architecture, bid development, and bid 

evaluation. The stakeholders will continuously interact and make decisions to move from one stage in the Bid 

Management process the next. More information on the Bid Management process and its stages can be found in 

appendix A.  Additionally, the bid management process can have different short and long-term outcomes. Overview 

of these possible outcomes can be found in appendix B.  
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Figure 4: A system-based view for Bid Management (Philbin, 2008) 

2.4. Co-creating in the Bid Management process 

From the Bid Management perspective, one can argue that co-creation is based on interaction between the multiple 

actors that are involved in the bid (Cova et al., 2008; Cova & Salle, 2007; Smartt & Ferreira, 2012). Interactions that 

exist are those between the contractor and client (contractor-client interaction), between the multiple actors within 

the contracting firm (intra-actors interaction) and, between the contractor and its suppliers (inter-organizational 

interaction). Each form of interaction is presented in figure 5. The first two lie within the study’s scope and will now 

be discussed through using the Bid Management process. 

 

Figure 5: Interactions between involved actors during bidding 
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2.4.1. Contractor-client interaction 

Bidding literature suggests that the contractor-client interaction is limited due to the bidding rules that are maintained 

by clients (Philbin, 2008; Stader, 1997; Whitley, 2006). These bidding rules are strongly limiting the contractor-

client interaction from the moment that the formal bidding starts. However contractors that responds to an ITB, 

mainly get acquainted with the client before the formal bidding actually starts (Whitley, 2006). It is in the period 

that contractors are advised to collect as much client related information as possible (Cova et al. 2008; Lewis, 2003; 

Nickson, 2003). Hence, these prior knowledge can be used later on, when the expressed needs in the requirements 

documents have to be interpreted (Whitley, 2006).  

 

Once the contractor decided to start the bid, they will formally receive requirements documents from the client 

(Lewis, 2003). This document often contains many detailed technical and commercial specifications and require 

sufficient expertise from the contractor’s side to be made comprehensible (Jaques, 2011). Members of the 

contracting firm could perceive some parts of the information as vague, imprecise or incomplete, however, bidding 

rules formally prohibit contractors to discuss these issues with the client (Jaques, 2011; Lewis, 2003). Hence, it is 

important that contractor interpret these in their own firm but also with their suppliers. Additionally the contractor 

could aim to establish informal interfaces with the client’s key accounts, known as the informal information channel 

approach (Macdonald & Williams, 1993). The use of informal information channels during the (preparation of the) 

development could help contractor to bypass rules of formality and provide perspicuity on important uncertainties 

(Philbin, 2008; Whitley, 2006). Importantly, these informal approaches can be used during all stages of the Bid 

management process (Philbin, 2008). However, despite the support of multiple informal information channels, the 

development of a bid still requires much creativity from the contractor (Jaques, 2011). Creativity refers to how the 

client’s expressed needs – coming from the requirement documents – are interpreted, treated, and how these are 

finally transformed into product and service offerings (Jaques, 2011; Lewis, 2003).  

 

The final solution will be presented in the bid document that is handed-over to the client within the requested time-

frame. Evaluation on both content and presentation of the solution are strongly recommended before submitted it to 

the client (Jaqcues, 2011; Whitley, 2006).  Clients often set rules about how the offer should be presented (e.g. 

commercial template). These prohibits contractors to provide a self-made presentation that support their value 

proposition (Philbin, 2008).  Hence it requires again some creativity from the contractor to comply with these rules, 

while still accentuating a differentiating value proposition (Lewis, 2003).  
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2.4.2. Intra-actors interaction 

This part typically describes the interaction between the internal actors of the contracting firm. These actors can be 

employees/groups that have different backgrounds, responsibilities and incentives. An overview of the different 

internal actors and their objectives are presented in appendix C. The internal actors should aim to harvest as much 

prior knowledge before the formal bidding starts as they can. While doing so, using different internal actors 

(colleagues) would deliver a broader view of the solution that is required (Nickson, 2003; Ryals & Rackham, 2015). 

Moreover, it provides a more accurate judgement of the win ability and desirability of the opportunity (Ryals & 

Rackham, 2015).  

 

Each mote of additional information regarding the content requirements could be valuable. Hence, any update on 

the client’s requirements should be continuously communicated between all the internal actors (Jaques, 2011; 

Philbin, 2008). Interpretation of the requirements is expected to be more accurate when it is jointly performed by 

multiple actors with different expertise (Lewis, 2003). Hence, contractor are advised to organize workshops and 

group meetings (Macauley, 1996; Philbin, 2008) to share ideas about how the client’s expressed needs should be 

formulated. An internal actor will work on the development of the specific element(s) that was assigned in the bid 

architecture (Philbin, 2008). Because each element should be aligned with the others, development of each internal 

actor should be closely monitored by the actor that takes the lead such as the Bid Manager (Nickson, 2003). An 

important part of this monitoring concerns the need to discuss important design decisions among the involved actors 

(Smart & Ferreira, 2012; Stader, 1997).  

 

Subsequently, evaluation between the internal actors will follow which concerns the check whether the different 

elements are sufficiently aligned, respectively form a synergy. Synergy in fact represents the additionally value that 

the combination of products and services provide for the client, as is in line with the purpose of delivering an 

integrated solution (Shankar et al., 2007). Value can only be perceived by the client (Grewal et al., 1998), who 

will assess the bid document (presenting the offer) that the contractor submitted. Hence, perceived value will depend 

on the content of the product/service designs and, equally important, how this content is presented/described in the 

bid document (Jaques, 2011; Lewis, 2003).  
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2.5. Conclusions & gaps  

Based on the review of literature, two major research opportunities were found. These gaps directly provide new 

questions that can be answered through conducting a practical analysis in the field. 

  

1. This first one builds on the importance of gaining additional information through bypassing the bidding 

rules: informal co-creation with the client becomes extremely important for the contractor because the 

formal interaction that is allowed during bidding will not provide sufficient information (hamper the co-

creation) for contractors to create a solution that is both effective and competitive. Though, there is not yet 

a study that focuses on how informal interactions are performed to stimulate to co-creation and how it could 

provide contractors competitive advantages during competitive bidding.  

 

Questions that follow from this research opportunity related to client-contractor co-creation: 

 How are informal interactions – as part of the co-creation client and contractor – performed in the field?  

 In what cases do informal interactions provide contractors with a competitive advantage? 

 

 

2. Secondly, findings suggest that the rising difficulty of co-creation with clients (due to bidding rules) affect 

the role of interaction between the internal actors within the contracting firm. More particularly, it suggests 

that contractors need different degrees of interaction between their internal actors based on the restriction 

of co-creating with the client. Although the importance of interaction between internal actors is mentioned, 

there is not a single research that distinguishes different degrees/levels of interaction based on the difficulty 

of co-creation with the client during bidding. More extensive discussion on these important findings can be 

found in the literature review. 

 

Questions that follow from this research opportunity related to interaction between the internal actors 

within the contracting firm: 

 What types of restriction on the formal interactions (in terms of interaction breadth and depth) between the 

contractor and the client during bidding can be discovered in the field? 

 What connection can be found between the type of restriction on contractor-client formal interactions and 

the required degree of intra-actors interactions? 
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2.6. Conceptual Framework 

Figure 6 holds the conceptual framework of this study.  

 

Figure 6: Conceptual framework
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3. METHODOLOGIES 

This study’s methodology is characterized as explorative and a case study setting is maintained here. It uses 

qualitative process data on the interaction between the involved actors as input to create lists of events of each case. 

The aim is to discover patterns of change based on the process research methods proposed by Langley (1999).  

3.1. Research context 

This study will use multiple Bid Management processes (recently performed within Vanderlande) as research objects 

to analyze the interaction between client and contractor and between the involved actors within the contracting firm.  

 

The Bid Management process is part of the project’s lifecycle (see figure 7) and takes place within Vanderlande 

before the sales contract is signed (prerequisite is that the customer has formally accepted the sale). On average most 

Bid Management processes take several months and require the attention of many internal departments within 

Vanderlande. Bid Management processes that have just been completed (through a formal acceptance/rejection from 

the client) are desirable because then the involved actors would like remember what happened in this process best.  

 
Figure 7: General life cycle view of a Vanderlande project (Bles & Verkuijlen, 2015) 

3.2. Research methods 

Observe that a Bid Management process can be considered highly complex, because its change is caused by loads 

of social interactions between multiple actors involved (Nickson, 2003; Philbin, 2008). Importantly, there is no 

preliminary research that stresses bidding – in terms of Bid Management process – from the specific perspective of 

co-creating integrated solutions during biddings. Hence, these arguments support the need to apply exploratory 

research in order to develop new hypotheses regarding selling integrated solutions through co-creation in the context 

of bidding. 
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Each Bid Management process is considered to be different because a single process is linked to the development 

of a unique integrated solution that (partly) consists of customized elements (Sawhney, 2006; Tuli et al., 2007). 

Because of this uniqueness, there are no general countable variables that apply for each Bid Management process 

and for which clear causality between them can be discovered. Hence, the opportunity of applying quantitative 

research is limited. Likewise, this exploratory research will mainly aim to provide an understanding of the underlying 

concepts, reasoning and motivations that arise during the interactions that took place between the actors involved in 

the Bid Management process. In qualitative research the collection of data is performed through direct contact 

between the researcher and the different involvers (Berg et al., 1997). Hence, a better understanding of how 

interactions were performed within the Bid Management process can be created because the researcher is stronger 

involved (Patton, 2005). And thus, the collection of qualitative data is most suitable here.  

 

Importantly, because co-creation in the Bid Management process is built on complex social interactions rather than 

by measurable variables, it requires the application of process theory approaches (Mohr, 1982) (see figure 8). The 

idea of process theory is that change is caused by a temporal order and sequence of events (Poole & Van de Ven, 

2004). These events that can be traced through collecting narratives of the involved key accounts (Abbott, 1988; 

Pentland, 1999). In accordance to this view, co-creation within the Bid Management process can be seen as a set of 

events that occur in a certain order and affect the contractor’s bidding result (Stader, 1997). Hence, this study will 

be built upon process data which requires process theory approaches (Poole & Van de Ven, 2004). As proposed by 

Langley (1999), this study will focus on anchor points such as events and outcomes. In terms of co-creation, 

interactions between multiple actors can be seen as events that took place during the Bid Management process. 

 

 
Figure 8: Variance theory versus Process theory (Mohr, 1982) 
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3.3. Data collection methods 

The sample used in this research exists of four practical cases, concerning Bid Management processes that were 

recently executed by the Vanderlande Sales department. A heterogeneous sample is used: consisting of cases that 

have different short-term outcomes (bid is won or lost) (see figure 9). Cases with different short-term outcomes can 

be compared to see how the collection of interactions as part of the co-creation between client and internal actors 

resulted into different outcomes.  

 

Additionally, cases in the sample also differ in term of client’s level of formality. More specifically, cases were 

selected based on the factors that, according to literature, increased the difficulty of co-creation between the client 

and contractor: (I) knowledge intensity of the solution (how complex is the solution’s content in general?) and (II) 

and client’s experience level and degree of openness (to what extent was the client able to express their needs? Did 

they see the value of co-creation?). 

 

 
Figure 9: Overview on the sample selection 

 

Approximately 25 semi-structured interviews were conducted, divided over different actors that were involved in 

the 4 case studies. By collecting data about significant events from at least two sources (e.g. multiple actors or actors 

& documents), retrospective bias could be diminished. All interviews with internals ranged between 40 and 60 

minutes and were both recorded and transcribed. Because clients refused the researcher to record the interview, those 

interviews were not transcribed. 
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As reported, the aim was to identify what interactions between the contractor and the client and between the internal 

actors of the contractor as part of the co-creation took place. An overview of what data should be captured can be 

found in appendix D. Revealing these aspects (triggers, results and involvers) on interaction, would provide insights 

on how co-creation was performed during the sale of the integrated solution and how it affected the solution’s short-

term outcome. Important to notice is that during the collection of these process data, every occurrence should be 

marked chronologically, just because the researcher will not be able to explain the process if there is no clarity about 

what occurred in what order (Van de Ven & Polley, 1992). 

3.4. Data structuring methods 

Once the raw data of these four practical cases was collected through semi-structured interview and archival data, 

coding was used to categorize the data. Several insight found in literature such as the Bid Management process’ 

stages (Philbin, 2008), potential involved actors (Smartt & Ferreira, 2012), and forms of interaction (Hakanen & 

Jaakkola, 2012; Tuli et al., 2007)) were applicable as code categories. However there was also need to change/extend 

these categories based on the social incidents that were observed during the analysis. Thus, this study maintained a 

retrospective approach (Ragin, 1994). The coding categories that were provisionally determined based on literature 

findings are included in the codebook and can be found in appendix E. 

 

Next, constant comparison method (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Strauss and Corbin, 1990) was used to analyze the 

structured data. The first steps were to identify incidents and from there compare which incidents were applicable 

for which category. Next, these incidents were transformed into events (Poole & Van de Ven, 2004).  

 

Finally, the collection of events from different cases were to be presented both narratively and graphically. The 

specific aim of presenting it graphically was to underline the patterns between the interactions that took place within 

the Bid Management process and how these led to certain specific outcomes. Hence, visual mapping was used to 

visualize these patterns of impact for each case (Langley, 1999; Langley & Truax, 1994). Process events diagram 

can be found in appendix G. 

3.5. Validity & Reliability 

Obviously the establishment of incidents, captured from the raw data, should be as valid and reliable as possible. 

Scholars have emphasized on the issue of making process data both reliable and valid (Folger et al., 1984; Poole & 
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Van de Ven, 1987). Aligned with their thoughts the following actions were performed to increase the validity and 

reliability of the events that were built in this study: 

 

 The first list of incidents was presented to multiple researchers. Discussions were conducted between these 

scholars to sharpen the content of all events.  

 The updates list of events was presented to several informants/experts (e.g. managers, group leaders) within 

Vanderlande. The goal here was to increase the meaningfulness of these events for the practitioners in the 

field. 

 Two expert reviews were performed to discuss the conclusions and recommendations that were built based 

on the set of events. This set of conclusions & recommendations is further optimized based on these expert’s 

input. 

 The set of conclusions & recommendations were presented to a large group of internals involved in the 

specific cases and will be adjusted based on their feedback. 
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4. DATA ANALYSIS 

This chapter describes the analytical procedure, the main constructs on which the cases have been investigated and 

the research case settings.  

4.1. Analytical procedure  

The analytical procedure consisted of several steps. Firstly, case-specific event-lists of important external and 

internal interactions – important meetings, telephone calls, or e-mails between the contractor and the client or 

between multiple actors within the contracting firm - that took place were built. All data regarding these interactions 

were coded via the use of Nvivo 10 software and then structured through the use of Excel. Only the most important 

events, as perceived by the people involved in those cases, were added to the list. The events itself were based on at 

least two sources of information (persons, documents) and were continuously evaluated through presenting them to 

internal involvers and managers in several follow-up meetings. Secondly, all events per case were analyzed based 

on (1) formal/informal interaction between the client and contractor, (2) depth of interaction between the client and 

contractor, (3) breadth of interaction between the client and contractor and (4) the interaction between the involved 

actors within the contracting firm (intra-actors interaction). These constructs will be explained in part 4.2. Third, all 

findings on these constructs are synthesized and then used to answer the research questions (see chapter 5). 

4.2. Explanations of the main constructs  

(1) Formal/informal interaction between client and contractor 

Formal interaction is communication between the client and the contractor, which is formally permitted under the 

coded bidding rules that this client maintains during the bid. All communication between client and contractor 

beyond these rules are considered as informal interactions. If the client does not maintain coded bidding rules then 

the distinguishing between formal and informal interaction is based on the client representatives’ frame of reference 

on formality: what they consider to be formally allowed to communicate to contractor during the bid and what not. 

This frame of reference is partly affected by the client’s organizational culture, such as the organization’s level of 

uncertainty avoidance (Hofstede, 2011). Additionally, it also depends on the personal norms and values of a client’s 

representative since it is the individual itself that decides whether to communicate additional to a contractor or not. 
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(2) Depth of interaction between client and contractor 

The depth of interaction implies how intense the solution’s content is discussed between the solution provider and 

solution receiver (Cova & Salle, 2007). The analyses revealed that a face-to-face meeting between the contractor 

and the client was the most intensive form of communication to discuss the solution’s content. Hence, this study 

measures the level of interaction depth based on the number of face-to-face meetings that took place between the 

client and contractor during the bid. The more face-to-face meetings took place during the bid, the higher the level 

of interaction depth.  

  

(3) Breadth of interaction between client and contractor 

The breadth of interaction explains how broad the client and contractor were communicating during the bid (Cova 

& Salle, 2007). Because an integrated solution consists of different parts, different types of functional experts were 

involved on both the client and contractor’s side. This study measures the level of interaction breadth as the actual 

amount of experts that had direct contact with client representatives during the bid. 

 

(4) Intra-actors interaction within Vanderlande 

This type of construct concerns the interaction between multiple internal actors within Vanderlande that were 

involved in the bid. The amount of experts involved depended on the amount solution parts that the client requested. 

For instance, if the client did not request operational services, then the Service Account Manager was not involved. 

The solution parts were as follows: 

 

1. Commercials: this part represented the commercial aspects of the solution offered, such as the budget 

pricing, payment conditions, but also regulations (legal). The Sales Manager was responsible for this part. 

2. System: the logistic system, including the (a) entire technical concept, (b) mechanics, and (c) controls 

hardware and software  The Sales Engineer focuses on the mechanics but the entire system is his/her 

responsibility.  

3. Service operations: This contained the pricing and scope regarding operational and maintenance related 

services. The service operations part was the responsibility of the Service Account Manager. 

4. Project execution: Consists of the planning and other project execution related things such as testing, 

handover, engineering, etc. The Project Manager and Planner were held responsible for the planning 

proposal regarding project execution on site.  
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These experts had different roles and responsibilities and were assisted by many internal supporting actors: 

 

1.  The Sales Manager is commercially responsible for the entire sales offer that is delivered to the customer. 

That includes the offer related to the system (from the Sales Engineer) and service (from the Service 

Account Manager). He/she is leading the sales team and plays a vital role to inform the Vanderlande 

Management about the bid progress.  

 

2. The Sales Engineer is the Sales Manager’s closest support and is held technically responsible for the entire 

offer that is delivered regarding the system. He is assisted by the Sales Consultant, who can be considered 

a senior Sales Engineer that designs the technical concept on which the suitable logistic mechanical design 

is created. The focus of the Sales Engineer mainly lies on the mechanics but because he/she is held technical 

responsible for the entire offer regarding the system, he/she needs support from other internal actors:  

 

a. HLC engineers provide input for the controls hard- and software 

b. The Planner will provide input for the planning proposal 

c. The CAD Engineer will process the lay-out  

d. Project Managers provides input on projet execution related information 

e. R&D Engineers gives additional input on certain technology  

f. Procurement delivers assistance when parts of the system need to be bought from suppliers 

 

3. As stated in previous point, both the Planner and Project Manager (Project Execution) are actors that 

support the Sales Engineer during the bid.   

 

4. The Service Account Manager provides a separate service offer including scope and specific price as input 

for the entire sales offer, for which the Sales Manager is responsible. Hence, the  Service Account Manager 

is supporting the Sales Manager. In turn, the Service Account Manager is supported by procurement, the 

spare-parts team and the software supply center (“Software House”) in Dortmund.  

 

Figure 10, displays the actual roles of the internal experts involved in the bid.  
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Figure 10: Internal roles & responsibilities 

4.3. Research case settings 

Table 1 (see below) contains the main characteristics of the cases that were examined in this research. 

Table 1: Research case characteristic 

 Case I  Case II  Case III  Case IV  

Start of bid: RFP sent by client 
February 20th,  

2014 

November 24th, 

2013 

September 25th, 

2014 

November 7th, 

 2014 

End of bid: Contract signed / 

officially informed about loss 

May 7th, 

2015 

December 22nd, 

2014 

December 11th, 

2014 
September, 2015 

Total bid period length 3 months 15 months 3 months 11 months 

Type of request 
Warehousing 

solution 

Warehousing 

solution 

Parcel & Postal 

solution 

Warehousing 

solution 

Client's level of formality* High Low High Low 

Vanderlande knew client  

before bid? 
Yes No Yes No 

Bid result Bid lost Bid won Bid lost Bid won 

       * level is determined based on how it is perceived by both the internal and external involved actors 
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5. RESULTS 

This chapter describes the results that were gained from analyzing four practical cases. In relation to this study’s 

research questions, the analyses focused on four main constructs: (1) formal/informal interaction between the client 

and contractor, (2) depth of interaction between the client and contractor, (3) breadth of interaction between the 

client and contractor and (4) the interaction between the involved actors within the contracting firm (intra-actors 

interaction). First, the main findings that were found regarding these constructs are provided per case both narratively 

and graphically. Second, all findings on these constructs are synthesized and then used to answer the research 

questions. Thirdly, this chapter provides some general insights that have been captured from the interviews. 

5.1. Key insights on constructs per case 

This part shows an overview of the most important insights that were gained on the four constructs per case. 

Additional narrative descriptions of the four cases can be found in appendix F.  

5.1.1. Key insights on constructs in Case I 

Case I concerned a request for an automated warehouse solution from a client in the fashion market. Vanderlande 

participated in two bids that this client initiated with the help of a consultant firm before. Both the client and 

consultant firm were known and so there was regular contact between the client, the consultant firm and Vanderlande 

before the bid officially started. Except for the Sales Manager and Sales Consultant, no other experts were involved 

in this pre-bid contact with the client or consultant firm. The solution request consisted of a shuttle and conveyor 

part. The internal team considered conveyors to be an important firm’s strength so when the decision to pursue the 

bid or not had to be made, the aim was to focus on selling the conveyor part. Once the bid started, the client firm 

became really formal and allowed only a few meetings with Vanderlande. All contact had to be performed via the 

consultant firm. During formal meetings in the bid, all experts had direct contact with the client. The bid’s 

winnability started to decrease because the client decided to select one contractor for both the conveyor and shuttle 

part. Another important thing was that the client considered the testing, as part of the project execution, very 

important. One of the client’s representatives claimed that Vanderlande’s proposition on that part lacked detail, 

hence considered that the Project Manager’s involvement was insufficient from his perspective. Internals admitted 
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that they did not discover the client’s focus on adequate testing (as part of the project execution) in time. Further 

insights on the constructs in case I can be found in table 2. 

Table 2: Key insights on constructs in case I 

CASE I 
Key insights on constructs 

Before the bid  

Business Planning phase (Philbin, 2008) 
During the bid  

 

Formal / Informal 

Vanderlande's Sales Manager and Sales 

Consultant already knew the representatives of 
both the client firm and consultancy firm. 

Additionally, bidding rules did not stand because 
the bid had not yet begun. As a result, client’s 

representatives behaved informally and shared 

documents about their solution request. 

Once the bid officially started, representatives of the 
client and consultant firm became very formal: there 

were only a small amount of meetings and bidding rules 

did not allow contactors to contact the client directly 
(only via the consultant firm). After only two contractors 

remained, the consultant firm started to become more 
informal: they informed Vanderlande about their 

competitive position regarding price level of shuttle part. 

Depth of interaction 

The contact consisted of several conference calls 

and a face-to-face meeting between the client, 
consultant firm and the Sales Consultant from 

Vanderlande. 

Client maintained a tight schedule in which they allowed 
only a few face-to-face meetings with contractors 

Breadth of interaction 

Breadth of interaction is limited. The Sales 
Manager and Sales Consultant were the only 

experts that had direct contact with the client and 

consultant firm in this period.  

Breadth of interaction is considerably extended during 
the bid. Besides the Sales Manager and Sales Consultant, 

the Sales Engineer and Service Account Manager are 

involved in face-to-face meetings with the clients as 
well. The Project Manager was less involved: according 

to the client insufficient input was provided for the 

project execution part 

Interaction between the 

internal actors within 

Vanderlande 

Internal discussions about win ability of the bid. 

Management decided to pursue the bid based on 

the assumption that the client would select two 
contractors: one for the conveyor part and one for 

the shuttle part 

Service Account Manager was early involved in the bid. 

Internal actors were less focused on the project 
execution part. Project Management could not join the 

meeting and the conference call later on did not appear 

to be sufficient to convince the client that they had a 
proper offer for the project execution. 

5.1.2. Key insights on constructs in Case II 

This client concerns a major European player in providing IT hardware and software for both business and end-

customers. Their request for an automated solution was communicated to Vanderlande via a local agent in Finland. 

The client firm was considered informal and open to start discussion about their request. Only the Sales Manager 

had direct contact with the client during the pre-bid phase. Vanderlande’s Management saw this lead as a profitable 

opportunity: this client controlled many distribution centers in Europa, so there was a chance to start future business. 

This client held a selection round during the early start of the bid. As a result only Vanderlande and one competitor 

remained after the first month of bidding. The client was willing to have many meetings and multiple day’s 

workshops to discuss multiple parts of the solution in depth. Vanderlande involved experts from all solution parts 

to co-create the solution parts. The bid was considerably delayed when one of the person of the client’s DMU 

changed in person. A new competitor was selected to compete with Vanderlande and the sales members had to 

explain their choices to this new DMU member all over again. Though, the internals reported in the interviews that 

they were very pleased about the internal communication: everything was well aligned and therefore resulted in 
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minor changes when the new member of the client’s DMU requested explanations. Elaboration on these insights can 

be found in table 3. 

Table 3: Key insights on constructs in case II 

CASE II 
Key insights on constructs 

Before the bid  

Business Planning phase (Philbin, 2008) 
During the bid  

 

Formal / Informal 

The Sales Manager did not know this client so no 
relationships were yet established. However, client’s 

representatives behaved informally: they were open 

about their request and allowed the Sales Manager to 
have additional discussions by phone and face-to-

face.  

The client early started with a strong selection 

round: only the two best contractors were selected 

with whom the client frequently performed 
interactions. After the selection round the client’s 

representatives became very open about their needs 

and expectations during the bid. Importantly, they 
proposed several workshop to discuss multiple 

parts of the solution. Finally, they also informed 

Vanderlande about actions that their competitor 
performed. 

Depth of interaction 

The contact consisted of several phone calls and one 

face-to-face meeting between the client and the Sales 

Manager. 

There were extensive meetings and workshops to 
discuss multiple parts of the solution in depth.  

Breadth of interaction 

The breadth of interaction was very limited. The 
Sales Manager was the only expert that had direct 

contact with the client in this period. The Sales 

Manager provided the Management with a brief 
description of the client’s request.  

The breadth of interaction was increased during the 

bid. The Sales Manager and Sales Engineer had 
elaborate discussions about the system and 

commercials. Additionally, the HLC Engineer and 

Service Account Manager were also involved to 
discuss their parts of the solution with the client 

directly. 

Interaction between the internal 

actors within Vanderlande 

The Sales Manager communicated this lead as very 

promising: it was a very serious request because the 

client had to move to another location next year. 
Additionally, this client owned multiple distribution 

centres in Europe and was not yet part of 

Vanderlande’s portfolio. Based on the Sales 
Manager’s input, the Management decided to pursue 

the bid. 

Internal actors reported that they were very pleased 
about the internal interaction during the bid. They 

argued that they were in control of their solution 

part’s content: when the changing DMU began to 
ask additional questions, it only led to minor 

changes because the solution parts were strongly 

aligned.   

5.1.3. Key insights on constructs in Case III 

This case concerned a request for a material handling solutions from one of Vanderlande major clients. Many 

relationships were established between people of Vanderlande and this client firm, resulting in considerable pre-bid 

contact. Vanderlande’s Sales Engineer provided a budget indication and informed the internal organization about 

the coming lead a few months in advance. Again there was no involvement of other experts in the pre-bid phase.  

Although relationships were good, the client’s representatives became very formal when the bid started. Only a 

small amount of meetings were allowed and a clear time schedule was maintained. The sales team was intensively 

working on the bid and all experts were involved during formal meetings with the client. Vanderlande passed the 

first selection round and challenged the client to skip the formal process and visit them in Veghel. They responded 

positively and allowed an extra meeting in Veghel. The technical person from the client’s side that initiated the pre-

bid contact earlier, seemed to play a major part in the actions that followed. He continuously provided the sales team 

with hints and tips and pointed at the weakness in the technical concept. Based on this additional input the sales 

team realized that they had to make a move to get the missing piece of technology. The Sales Manager tried to 
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partner with one of the competitors; his plan seemed to work because the competitor would provide them the missing 

piece of technology and drop out of the bid. In the end, there was still one strong competitor left that could not be 

beaten. More elaboration on these insight can be found in table 4. 

Table 4: Key insights on constructs in case III 

CASE III 
Key insights on constructs 

Before the bid  

Business Planning phase (Philbin, 2008) 
During the bid  

 

Formal / Informal 

In all bids that this client initiates the same 

technical and commercial oriented people from 

the Headquarters in Germany were involved. 
These people formed a part of the client’s DMU 

and were really known because they handled 

many bids in which Vanderlande participated. 
One of them had a strong relationship with a 

Vanderlande Sales Engineer. He informally 

contacted the Sales Engineer to request a budget 
indication for the technical scope that they were 

looking for.  

Once the bid officially started, representatives of the 

client were very formal: they only allowed a small 
amount of meetings and contractors had fixed moments 

in which they were allowed to propose questions. Along 

the bid, the client deviated from their rules when they 
came to visit Vanderlande in Veghel. Then, between the 

first and second presentation some people of the client’s 

DMU that had a good relationship with Vanderlande 
emphasized that a missing piece of technology really 

was insuperable. As a result, Vanderlande went looking 

for options to get the missing piece of technology from 
one of the competitive contractors. 

Depth of interaction 

The contact consisted of several phone calls and 
e-mails between the client’s technical person 

from the Headquarters and the Sales Engineer 

from Vanderlande. 

The client maintained a tight schedule in which they 
allowed only a few face-to-face meetings with 

contractors. Additionally, fixed moments were planned 

in which contractors could ask questions. 

Breadth of interaction 

The breadth of interaction was very limited. Only 
the Sales Engineer had direct contact with the 

client before the bid officially started.  

Experts from all solution parts were involved in 

meetings with the client: the Sales Manager, Sales 
Consultant, the Sales Engineer, Service Account 

Manager and even the Central Planner for the project 

execution part. The central planner is hardly never 
involved in direct meetings with the client. However, 

the internals in this project understood that this client 

was highly valuing the planning of the project 
execution. Hence, the Central Planner was involved in 

the meeting to carefully explain the planning 

proposition. 

Interaction between the 

internal actors within 

Vanderlande 

The Sales Engineer informed the Sales Manager 

and the Management about the coming lead. He 

put the project specific in the CRM system.  

All required leading and supportive actors were 
strongly involved from the start of the bid. When the 

client reported that the missing piece of technology was 

insuperable, the team became less confident about their 
offer.  

5.1.4. Key insights on constructs in Case IV 

This client is one of the biggest foodservice companies in Belgium. Last year, the started to look for opportunities 

to automate their business processes. The client tried to contact Vanderlande several times but the Sales Manager 

was not convinced that this lead was profitable enough. However, when the client clarified their request and a new 

Sales Manager was assigned at Vanderlande, the lead appeared to become more promising. The new Sales Manager 

had several phone-calls and went visited the client in Belgium once. The Sales Manager reported to have a very 

open, fruitful and informal conversation. No other internal experts were involved in this meeting. The Management 

received input from the Sales Manager and considered the lead as a promising opportunity to establish a first 

reference for their new ACP (logistic system) concept. When the bidding started, the first face-to-face meeting was 

felt to be promising: the client behaved informal and allowed additional discussion along the bid. The sales team 

started to meet multiple people that were expected to form the DMU. However, after a while one of the client’s 
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representatives – a Project Manager – was put forward to do the contact with contractors. This representative was 

considered much more formal and did not provide much additional information to the sales team. Fortunately, the 

client agreed to have several workshops to discuss the system and commercial related parts of the solution. Space 

was also granted to involve the HLC Engineer and discuss the IT solution part. The client argued that the price level 

of the IT put was too high, which made the internals decided - after intensive discussions – to switch from ACP to 

an Adapto (logistic system) concept. Additionally, the client asked for a service proposition as part of the solution, 

the Service Account Manager did not have any direct contact with the client to discuss service. As a consequence, 

the client had some concerns about Vanderlande’s service proposition, which was considerably more expensive than 

those of competitors. Currently the bid is still in progress: Vanderlande got a final opportunity to strengthen their 

sales offer and is expecting a win. Table 5 indicates the most important insights on the constructs. 

Table 5: Key insights on constructs in case IV 

 CASE IV 
Key insights on constructs 

Before the bid  

Business Planning phase (Philbin, 2008) 
During the bid  

 

Formal / Informal 

This client sought contact with Vanderlande, 
however the Sales Manager did not spend much 

effort because the request was too vague and 

seemed not that profitable. A few weeks later, the 
client sought contact again: the request was 

reviewed by a new Sales Manager: client was 

considered open and shared many ideas. The 
request become much clearer. The information 

gained from the meeting was used as input for the 

Management to decide whether to pursue the bid.    

In the first face-to-face meetings, the client’s 
representatives were considered quite informal and 

they allowed many discussions to be held. However, 

along the bid, the client appointed a main 
representative to lead the bid and he was found very 

formal and closed. As a result, the sales team did not 

receive a lot of additional information from him. It 
was hard to get in contact with more informal 

representatives because the client pushed their main 

representative forward.  

Depth of interaction 

The contact consisted of several phone-calls, 

emails and two face-to-face meetings: one with 

each of the Sales Managers 

There were many meetings with the client to discuss 

the solution in depth. Discussion were mostly related 
to system and commercial related parts because both 

sides were focused on those disciplines.  

Breadth of interaction 

The breadth of interaction was very limited. Only 

the Sales Managers had direct contact with the 

client before the bid officially started. Interesting 
point: two different Sales Managers were 

involved; one considered the lead more profitable 

than the other did.    

The Sales Manager and Sales Engineer were strongly 

involved in discussions with the client. The HLC 

engineers joined one meeting to discuss the Controls 
part of the solution. No experts from Project 

Execution or Service Operations had direct contact 

with the client.  

Interaction between the 

internal actors within 

Vanderlande 

Based on the input from the Sales Manager, the 
Management saw an opportunity to offer this 

client one of their new systems. Because the 

system had not been sold yet, the Management 
hoped to establish a first reference in order to 

stimulate this system's future sales rate. 

 

Because the client found the price level too high: 

internal discussions about price level, specifically on 
controls part emerged. Service Decision internally 

was made to change to a different system concept: 

Service Account Manager too late involved 
internally.  

5.2. Process event diagrams 

The process event diagrams provide an overview of the chronological order of events that occurred during the cases. 

This part contains important descriptions on how to interpret the event diagrams. These diagrams can be found in 

appendix G. 
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5.2.1. Process event diagram of Case I 

The diagram of Case I shows the course of events that occurred in Case I. It reveals that the pre-bid phase – from 

first contact to official start of the bid – took some months and consisted of several informal interactions (red). 

Additionally, the client only allowed 3 formal meetings (orange) during the bid. Another important thing to mention 

is the signal that Vanderlande informally received from the consultant firm about the price level of the shuttle part. 

The client confirmed in March that they would select one contractor to deliver both the conveyor and shuttle part. 

This decreased the bid’s winnability because Vanderlande knew that their competitor could offer the client a better 

shuttle solution. Because Vanderlande was still superior in the conveyor part, they knew that they still made a chance 

to win. They decided to respond with a significant discount for the shuttle part, which in the appeared not to be 

enough to win the bid.  

5.2.2. Process event diagram of Case II 

The process event diagram of case II displays that the pre-bid phase was very short. Because this client controlled 

many distribution centers in Europe and was not yet part of Vanderlande’s portfolio, it was very clear for the 

Management that it provided significant opportunity to extend business. Subsequently, the internal open-up already 

started a few weeks after the first contact. Due to the client’s approach – early select the two best contractors and 

then work intensively with them – Vanderlande was able to have 10 formal meetings/workshops to discuss the 

solution in depth. Additionally, there was sufficient time to involve experts from all solution parts (e.g. IT workshop 

on March the 31st, Service workshop on May the 19th). The sales process was extremely delayed from the beginning 

of May, when one of the client’s DMU members switched in person. This resulted in two extra intensive working 

periods (indicated by orange and blue beams positioned in the summer and autumn 2014).   

5.2.3. Process event diagram of Case III 

Like in case I, the pre-bid phase of this case was also quite long. One surprising fact is that although the internal 

organization was already informed about the coming tender in June, no internal interactions could be found until the 

tender was officially released in September. Hence, Vanderlande did not use the pre-bid phase to capture additional 

information about the request. Two internals argued that many other leads were raises that period, which could be a 

reason why no further time was spend on this lead. Additional the diagram confirms the role that one of the technical 

expert from the client’s side played during the bid. After the client’s first selection round (end of October) he started 
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to provide the sales team with additional information and warned them about the missing piece of technology. Based 

on that, the sales team made a move to collaborate with the Italian competitor that was also participating in the bid. 

Finally, the strong relationship with the technical expert from the client’s side also seemed to be advantageous after 

the bid: the team invited him to evaluate the bid with the goal of strengthening their way of working for future bids 

that this client would initiate. 

5.2.4. Process event diagram of Case IV 

One of Vanderlande’s Sales Manager first denied to spend effort on this client’s request. However, the new Sales 

Manager considered the lead more promising and convinced the management to engage. As a result, an internal 

team was assigned. Because the client’s request was denied first, the internal team only had one meeting with the 

client as part of preparing the offer for the first round. They manage to pass the first round and started to work on a 

new version of the offer from January to April 2015. Then at the end of April, after the client’s representatives 

visited Vanderlande in Veghel, the sales team made the switch to another logistic system concept (ACP to Adapto) 

and started to work on it from May until June. Next, one of the client’s representatives informed the sales team that 

the price level of the system was still too expensive. Then in July, a new update was made and in August, the 

commercial related discussions started.  

5.3. Synthesizing key insights on constructs 

This part synthesizes the key insights regarding the constructs per case. These syntheses are used to answer the 

research questions. In addition, practical implications in the form of CIMO Logic (Denyer et al., 2008) are provided. 

5.3.1. Formal / Informal 

(1) How is informal interaction between client and contractor performed in the field?  

The analysis revealed that in all cases Vanderlande already got acquainted with clients before the bid actually started: 

informal interactions occurred during the bid but also before the official start of the bid, so within the Business 

Planning phase (Philbin, 2008). Because bidding rules were not yet standing (Whitley, 2006), all clients were much 

more open and willing to share information in the pre-bid phase. Hence, the pre-bid phase provided much more 

space for co-creating the solution with the clients.  
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The main purpose of clients to have discussions with Vanderlande in the pre-bid was to optimize the content of their 

bid request before officially sending them to all contractors. If the client did not know Vanderlande – such as in case 

II and case IV - then another purpose of the client was to get to know Vanderlande better. In all cases the sales 

member’s gained prior knowledge in the pre-bid phase and simultaneously aimed to push the client’s solution request 

towards their firm’s own strengths. For instance, in Case I the Sales Consultant received information that the client 

requested to have system that roughly consisted of a conveyor part (transportation) and shuttle part (storage). The 

client was investigating the option of sourcing those part from two separate contractors. Subsequently, the Sales 

Consultant tried to convince the client that extensive conveyor lines were needed, so that the conveyor part would 

be extended. Knowing that – based on the request - Vanderlande’s strength lied in the conveyor part rather than the 

shuttle part. This was also communicated internally and the team eventually decided to focus on selling the conveyor 

part.   

Sales Consultant – Case I 

“Then at a certain moment the client asked us whether we could brainstorm about a logistic concept for a new distribution centre that would be 

build in Czech Republic. They sent us information and we had some phone calls and brainstorms about it. I also went to their office in Belgium 

once, to share our thoughts and propositions. So in that sense we could try to push it towards our direction: our solution direction.” 

 

Sales Manager – Case I 

“We heard from our Sales Consultant that the client would select 2 suppliers to deliver the system: one would be selected to deliver the shuttle 

part and the other would be appointed to deliver the conveyor part. That is why we said: we are much stronger on the conveyor part so we aimed 

to win that part so that the other part could be implemented by another contractor.” 

 

In all cases, the sales team’s gained prior knowledge on the solution’s content during the pre-bid phase. This 

provided an advantage for the management because additional information could be used to decide whether to pursue 

the bid. For example, the first contact in Case IV did not convince Vanderlande’s management to engage the 

opportunity, though when additional knowledge was captured a few weeks later, the management eventually decided 

to pursue.  

Sales Engineer – Case IV 

“The Sales Manager knows this client very well, but he was not planning to spend much effort on their request. He found it insufficiently 

interesting; nothing good would follow from it. But then, the client came with a much more serious and brighter proposition, and because we 

had a new Sales Manager internally, the Management eventually decided to pursue this lead. That’s the way it went I suppose. The new Sales 

Manager really found that he needed this project. It was his first real project.” 

 

Secondly, prior knowledge helped Vanderlande’s management to plan the process of allocating the right resources 

for each bid in time. In case III, the Sales Engineer already had some informal contact with the client in June 2014 

about a request for solution that was planned to be initiated by the client in September 2014. The Sales Engineer 

communicated the information internally, with that providing sufficient time for the management to reserve the right 
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resources. Timing the resource allocation was extremely important since the internal available resource capacity was 

limited due to Vanderlande’s current rising order intake.  

Sales Engineer – Case III 

“That technical expert from the client firm called me in June to ask whether I could provide him with a budget indication for the tender that they 

were planning to launch a few months later. This is ussually how he does it, we know each other quite well. I directly informed the Sales Mangers 

and our Sales Director about the coming tender and put a notification about the lead in our CRM system.” 

 

Thirdly, because clients wanted to optimize the scope of their bid request, they shared some documents with 

Vanderlande’s sales members. These documents provided additional input to speed up the sales offer’s building 

process. In case I, the sales consultant received several specification documents and technical sketches from the 

client which he could share with the sales team members to speed up the creation of the sales offer. 

Sales Consultant – Case I 

“Then at a certain moment the client asked us whether we could brainstorm about a concept for a new distribution centre that would be build in 

Czech Republic. They sent us information and we had some phone calls and brainstorms about it.” 

 

Sales Engineer – Case I 

“It was a standard document from the consultant firm. Its specific build-up is really familiar to us. This document existed of about 50 pages in 

which the client’s needs are described in detail. It also includes a proposition about what kind of lay-out is requested. Requirements regarding 

logistic capacities; just everything you need is in there. The most important things were always in the document. And of course we had some 

additional documents which our Sales Consultant received from the client earlier on.”  

 

Another advantage of informal interactions during the Business planning phase was more related to the capturing of 

information on the unit of client’s representatives. Many interviewees argued that it was important to meet with the 

‘right people’ from the client side: those people that actually make or strongly influence the buying decision. Most 

of them referred to it as ‘discovering what members were part of the client’s Decision Making Unit (DMU)’. 

Importantly, discovering the client’s DMU is an important step for contractors to perform co-creation because it 

helps them to determine which people should be part of the co-creation and what roles these people should during 

the co-creation (Windahl and Lakemond, 2006; Tuli et al., 2007). Interviewees reported that the pre-bid contact 

already provided some insights about what people were involved at the client firm that would influence or make the 

decision.  Respondents suggested that a client’s decision making unit mostly consisted of both people from the local 

site (the employees that will actually use the logistic solution that is provided, such as Site Managers, Logistic 

Officers and Operators) and people from the Head Quarters (people that manage the investment funds needed to buy 

the solution such as CEO’s, CFO’s and other executive board members). In addition, they communicated that both 

groups had different perspectives and that it is important to approach them differently: the Sales Manager mostly 
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focused on the executives form the client’s headquarters while the Sales Engineer aimed to set-up relationships with 

the local people.  

Sales Manager – Case IV 

“The advantage here was that we were already talked to the client’s entire DMU from the beginning. I think that this is a necessary: you just 

have to talk to all decision makers. If that is not the case, that it would be very difficult to determine the right sales strategy.”  

 

Sales Manager – Case III 

“The structure at the client is normally: they have a global persons and a local persons. So the regional person is coming from the headquarters 

and they are supporting projects from a global perspective. They have procurement and engineering, project management capabilities. But then 

they are working together with the people from the local sites to stick together as a team.  You have the decision-making unit, which is based on 

top levels, because the final approval is coming also from HeadQuarters. And you have a profit and loss from the local contract that is then put 

forward for the investment.”  

 

As soon as the bid started and bidding rules became enacted, client’s representatives began to behave more formal. 

As the bid progressed client representatives overall began to communicate more informally, permitting additional 

meetings and sharing additional information about their expectations. According to many respondents this gradual 

increase towards informal communication was partly related to the amount of potential contractors that were 

actually involved in the bid (see “competition” in figure 11).  The clients started their bids mostly with more than 

six contractors and then over time held selection rounds to create a short-list on which only the two or three best 

contractors were included. In general, respondents argued that client’s representatives became more informal once 

Vanderlande got on the client’s short-list. As can be seen in the graphical process diagrams, the majority of the 

informal interactions (colored red) within the bid phase, occurred in the last weeks of the bid.  

Sales Engineer – Case II 

“We encountered that during the beginning of the bid, when there 7 other competitors involved, the client’s openness was much less. After the 

first real quotation, that included the concept and lay-out, the client applied a first suppliers selection. Only 2 contractors remained and 6 of 

them were dropped out.” 

 

Sales members mentioned that when clients became more informal, they started to provide additional information 

on their expectations regarding technology and price. Some respondents assumed that these interactions were 

conscious attempts of clients to receive the best technical offer for the lowest price. However, others were more 

convinced that client representatives communicated such information out of goodwill. Some were really convinced 

that client’s representatives began to prefer Vanderlande and based on that would provide them with additional 

information to make a better chance of winning the bid. In some cases the client’s representatives even provided 

Vanderlande’s sales members additional insights on how other contractors were approaching the bid.  
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Sales Manager – Case I 

“At a certain moment we received signals from the consultant firm about our price level. I don’t know whether the client knew about this as well. 

Our price level for the shuttle part was considerably higher than the one of our competitor. So then we dediced to work on that part to see what 

we could do to decrease our price level on that part.” 

 

Service Account Manager – Case III 

“And afterwards I spoke to some guys from the client and they told me that our competitor was sitting their with the twelf of them. Lay-out 

Engineer, Low Level Controls Engineer.. just name it! Very well prepared in terms of both appearance and attitude. That just gives much more 

confidence then we you sit there and wait for the client to surpise you over and over again.” 

 

HLC Engineer – Case II 

"They were really nice people and open-minded. They said: “Ok look here, your competitor is doing this and that, maybe you can also do this in 

that way or something like that.” 

 

Sales Engineer – Case III 

“Close to the end we had some feeling that we were no the client’s preferred supplier. Simply because we received hints from our technical guy 

that worked at the client firm. He mentioned that our pre-sort module was insufficiently covering their needs.” 

 

Another important insight that was gained on formal/informal interaction was the role of bidding rules itself. 

Bidding rules prescribed how often client’s representatives were allowed to meet with contractors and what 

information was allowed to be shared. Bidding rules generally made the client more formal: prescribing client’s 

representatives to allow a limited amount of meetings and what information to share with contractors. In fact, 

hampering the co-creation process between client and contractor (Lewis, 2003). Tough many interviewees also 

reported that some representatives of a client firm that used strict bidding rules were acted rather informal: allowing 

an expansion of the amount meetings and sharing more information that was formally allowed. This suggests that 

bidding rules – as part of the organizational culture – was not the only factor that affected the client’s level of 

formality. Representatives of client firms that maintained coded bidding rules do not per se interact only formally, 

which was assumed in the theoretical analysis (literature review). Whether informal interactions took place also 

depended on the personal communication style that a client’s single representative preferred: eventually it is the 

individual representative that decides how often to communicate and what information to share with a contractor. 

Hence, this explains why informal interactions occurred in bids where the client maintained strict coded bidding 

rules and vice versa. In case IV the internal team members reported that they were facing a rather informal firm, 

though their main representative was perceived as very formal.  

Sales Engineer – Case IV 

“That project manager was an important person at the client firm, with whom we discussed a lot. Although we build a relationship with him it 

remains difficult to discuss more personal relation things. He is very formal, justified and honnest. So he absolutely refuses to communicate 

additional information. So, all the time we have focused on someone that influences the decision but who will not make the decision. And he will 

also not be the one that is going to use the system.”  
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Sales Manager – Case III 

"Then in Sweden for example we had procurement guy that was very old-style. Meaning closed and not open to have normal discussions outside 

of the business. He was very old styled! It was very complicated to get some information from him. He was following the procedures and so that 

was his style. And in other projects you have other people involved which I normally find a bit more open." 

 

Moreover, interviewees argued that communicating information that is formally not permitted to be transferred, 

required mutual trust between the client’s representative and the sales member. Thus the relationships between the 

client’s representatives and Vanderlande’s sales representatives was an important necessacity for informal 

interactions. Moreover, interviewees argued that communicating information that is formally not permitted to be 

transferred, required mutual trust between the client’s sales members is an important necessasity to have informal 

contact. In case II the client allowed many meetings and workshops to discuss the solution’s content. Hence, the 

sales members got much time to build relationships and to stimulate informal interactions. These relationships 

became advantageous especially in the latest phases of the bid because client’s representatives then started to provide 

Vanderlande with important information about their expectations and competitor’s actions. For instance, in Case III 

the sales team continuously received hints & tips about what things should be improved to win the bid.  

Sales Manager – Case II 

“We had a very open relationship with them. Of course we had much time; to build trust during this one-year period. And there was also our 

Sales Eningeer: she build a strong relationship with the client as well. Obviously, the client had lots of questions and uncertainties about the new 

product that we wanted to offer. And if you can manage to respond on that very honnest and accurately, then this provides a very positive impuls 

to all team members at their side. Much trust is created then.” 

 

Sales Engineer – Case III 

“The technical guy at the client firm really favored Vanderlande. And of course, he knows but the strong and weak points of Vanderlande. Our 

relationship with him is good and if not, he would just tell us directly. He continually provides us with hints and tips.” 

 

Summarizing, the factors that affect informal interactions between client and contractor (see figure 11) are (1) the 

amount of competitors still in the bid, (2) the client’s organizational culture, (3) the personal communication style 

of a client’s single representative and, (4) the relationship between the contractor’s representative and client’s 

representative (see figure 11). Informal interactions bypass the bidding rules; those that limit the amount of meetings 

with contractors and the amount information that is allowed to be shared with contractors. Hence, client’s 

representatives that interacted informal were more open and willing to have additional meetings and to share 

additional information, and so stimulated the co-creation process. Because the client’s level of formality is affected 

by factors that were rather case-specific (a specific amount of competitors, specific organizational culture, specific 

representative’s involved and specific established relationship), the degree to which the client hampered/stimulated 

co-creation with Vanderlande during the bid, differed per case. Thus, insights on these (client related) factors could 
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tell contractors more about the degree to which the client firms are willing to perform co-creation during the bid. If 

the information on these factors indicate that the co-creation process is highly hampered – allowing a very low 

amount of meetings and sharing no additional information with contractors - then it would be a difficult job for the 

contractor to provide a successful bid.    

 

Figure 11: Factors that affect informal interaction between client and contractor 

 

Implication:  In the pre-bid phase (C), contractors are advised to perform market research and internal organizational 

scans (I) to gain information on the involved competition, the client’s organizational culture, the personal 

communication style of the client’s involved representatives and the established relationship with those 

representatives (M) in order to determine the degree to which the client is willing to perform co-creation (O). 

 

Explanation of interventions: Market research could provide insights on how clients perform bids and which 

competitors would likely be involved. Additionally, internal organization scans would 

help sales members to discover whether colleagues already have relationships with the 

client’s representatives. Sales members are advised to question those colleagues to get 

a better view on the personal communication style of those representatives.  

 

Figure 12 visualizes a trend that - based on the factors in figure 11 - explains how all clients generally interacted 

(formal/informal) over time. It revealed that client’s representatives were mostly interacting informal before the bid 

and in the latest stage within the bid (evidence can be found in the process diagrams). In these stages the clients were 

most willing to have additional meetings and to communicate additional information, hence stimulating the co-

creation process with Vanderlande. This underlines to need for contractors to stimulate co-creation. Stimulating co-

creation from the perspective of the contractor implies that they should request additional interactions with the client. 

Additionally, based on the input that the client provides on all solution parts, contractors should actively involve 

multiple experts in those interactions so that the different solution parts – as part of the complete sales offer – can 

be aligned with the client’s expectations. Sales offers that are correctly aligned with the client’s expectations make 
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the client satisfied (Anderson et al., 1994) directly affecting the successfulness of the bid (Nickson, 2003; Ryals & 

Rackham, 2015).  

 

 

Implication: Because clients are generally more willing to perform co-creation during the pre-bid and the latest stages of 

the bid (M), contractors are recommended specifically in those stages (C) to stimulate co-creation by 

requesting additional meetings and actively involving experts from multiple solution part during those 

conversations (I) so that a more successful bid can be created (O). 

 

 

Figure 12: course of the client's formal/informal communication before and during the bid 

5.3.2. Formal / Informal – competitive advantage 

(2) In what situations does it provide contractors with a competitive advantage?  

The data reveals that once additional information was captured informally it became important for Vanderlande to 

determine the reliability of the information. Sales Managers repeatedly argued that it was hard to determine the 

reliability of information that they gained from informal interactions. Goodwill as result of the strong relationships 

between client’s representatives and sales members could be a reason why clients consciously communicated 

additional information over time. Thought, these actions could be conscious attempts to get extra commercial 

advantages as well. So, were clients communicating additional information to get a better offer for themselves or 

(also) to help Vanderlande with winning the bid? It was the task of the sales team to answer that question.  

Sales Manager – Case II 

“Integrity is always good, certainly if competitive contracters are involved. Then you want to have a fair game. And then you should always try 

to be as objective as possible and certainly not get too much influenced by all those nice words you receive from the client. But of course we, at 
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Sales, always try to bring in some subjectivity and aim to be favored by the client. Subjectivity or goodwill seems to be hard to grasp, though it 

is an important part of the sales trajectory we are in!” 

 

Sales Manager – Case IV 

“In some cases I receive some additional information from client and then they add: ‘You are the only contractor to which we communicate this 

information. But then I discover that they informed other competitive contractors about it as well. That is why I am always a bit careful with 

this.” 

“In some cases additional information, such which other competitor is involved in the bid, could be handy because we know quite well how our 

competitors are working. However, you have to be catious not to stick too much to this because you can  get surprised. For example: suppose we 

know that competitor A is involved and that this party is quite expensive. Then if we offer a client a sale for 10M we would feel less urgent to 

lower our price because the competitor is expected to be on the same level. However you could also make a big mistake when assuming that this 

competitor would stick to their normal price level.” 

 

If the information was found to be trustworthy and ready to be used as input, then the next difficult step was to 

process it into actions that strengthened the proposal. Actions to strengthen the proposal overall concerned 

adjustments in technical scope, but also in price or in the planning regarding solution implementation. The goal of 

these actions obviously was to increase chances of winning the bid. Importantly, the respondents mentioned that 

both the assessment of the information’s reliability and actually processing it into valuable actions required decent 

interaction between the internal actors of the contracting firm. Note that processing additional information into 

valuable actions that strengthen the proposal is hard, since there is often very less time to process it during the tightly 

planned bid process. Additionally, considerable adjustments in scope/price or solution implementation timing 

mostly required the approval from the senior Management, which generally had limited time available as well.  

Sales Manager – Case III 

“And we knew that the other suppliers were presenting something technically appropriate for that application that they were looking for in the 

fingers for example. So that was the strength of the suppliers and the client highlighted that for sure.  Then I went to one of the competitors and 

I proposed is that they would give us the solution for the fingers and that they would not quote anymore to the client. So that they stepped out 

from the tender. From the three supplier, they went out. So that meant that our chances increased at that moment.” 

 

Sales Engineer – Case IV 

“They literarly communicated their trust in Vanderlande during one of the meetings. At a certain point, their guy summed up the selection criteria 

and also reported our scores on those criteria. Everything - except from the price – was good. And so, we decided that we had to do something. 

First, we offered an ACP concept. That is what we mostly offer for bigger projet. But eventually we were convinced that we should switch to an 

Adapto concept. Based on the assumption that we could then offer a much lower sales price. And one of the advantages of offering Adapto was 

flexibility: we could offer the client a smaller system for the short-term and then provide a scale-up based on their bussiness growth.”   

 

Finally, even if the information was judged as reliable and then adequately processed, the client could have 

communicated it to another contractor as well. Unless the competitor was able to correctly process the information 

into actions, the additional information did not provide any competitive advantage at all. Hence, whether certain 

information provided Vanderlande with competitive advantages also depended on the information that competitive 

contractors received from the client. Because clients refused to provide the researcher with data on what information 
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they communicated to other contractors during the bid, this study cannot provide clear examples of informal 

interactions that provided Vanderlande competitive advantages. 

5.3.3. Interaction depth & Interaction breadth 

(3) What degrees of interactions, in terms of interaction depth and breadth, between the client and contractor 

during bidding can be discovered in the field?  

The depth of interaction implies how intense the solution’s content could be discussed between the solution provider 

and solution receiver (Cova & Salle, 2007). Table 6 shows that the number of face-to-face meetings between the 

client and Vanderlande were very limited during the bid in Case I and III: sales members had little time to discuss 

the coded needs with the clients in these cases.  

Table 6: Level of interaction depth and bid outcomes  

Cases 

Amount of face-

to-face meetings 

that the client 

allowed during 

the bid 

Level of 

interaction 

depth 
 Time to discuss 

client’s coded 

needs & new need 

Size of the requested 

solution offer 
Based on the amount of 

client’s needs; both coded 

and the ones that were orally 

communicated 

Bid outcome 
Whether Vanderlande had success 

or not 

Case I 3 Low High Lost 

Case II 10 High Medium Won 

Case III 3 Low Medium Lost 

Case IV 
9 High High 

Still in progress  

(a win is expected by internals) 

 

Many respondent argued that it was hard to design a complex solution based only on coded specifications. Some 

coded parts were perceived as multi-interpretable, therefore increasing the need to co-create these parts with the 

client. Involved experts argued that direct communication with the client – as part of the co-creation - strongly helped 

in interpreting the client’s coded demands: coded needs just became more comprehensible when they could be 

orally discussed with the client.  Additionally, all client continuously expressed new needs along the bid. These 

new needs – as additions to the coded needs - emerged because the clients continuously learned from multiple 

contractors about what was technically and commercially possible along the bid. As a result, much time of the 

interactions was spent on discussing the new needs that clients proposed. Sometimes they resulted in small changes 

(adding or deleting a standardized workstation) but in case IV, it resulted in a change of logistic system concept 

(from ACP to Adapto). Clients responded differently: while clients in Case II and IV allowed additional meetings 

(which simultaneously extended the bid period length), client in case I and III did not. For instance, in case I the 

sales members proposed to have an additional discussion about the testing part, however the client did not allow it. 
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While in case IV, the sales members decided based on new needs from the client to change the concept and the client 

allowed new meetings (including an IT workshop) to discuss the changes. 

 

Sales Engineer – Case I 

“And once the quotation was submitted, we were allowed to present our offer in Czech Republic a week later. I went there together with the Sales 

Manager, Sales Consultnat and Service Account Manager. Our Project Manager planned to join as well, but unfortunalety his plane could not 

land due to stormy wheather. That was really a pity!” 

 

“We tried to get our Project Manager on the table but we did not succeed. Eventually we made one conference call with the Project Manager to 

clarify the testing part of the offer. And that was all.”   

 

Sales Engineer  – Case IV 

“And their IT Manager did not understand why our IT offer was so expensive. He perceived it as a standard solution and claimed to he could 

build it himself for the offered price level. So we were put in a difficult situation. We went back and finally decided internally to switch to an 

Adapto concept. That was considerably decrease the IT costs. So, we worked on that: to build the solution based on the Adapto concept. At first 

we could not do it because the Adapto concept was not yet released internally. We were facing some limitiations internally. Well, we 

communicated our struggles to the client and they provided sufficient space to discuss whether the thing we offered aligned to their expecations.” 

 

Investigation of interaction breadth revealed that the Vanderlande was mostly using their Sales Managers and Sales 

Consultants to do the pre-bid contact. Interactions in the pre-bid were mostly system related since the Sales Managers 

and Sales Consultants were strongly focused on gaining information on the system. Considerable less information 

was captured on other parts because none of the others experts were involved in the pre-bid contact. Though it would 

be useful to gain information in all solution parts to discover how the client prioritizes those and to identify what 

their experience level is on each part. Based on this input, Vanderlande could decide to involve other experts in the 

pre-bid as well. For instance, if the client is very experienced in service, then involving a Service Account Manager 

in the co-creation would be beneficial. In order to gain more information about all solution parts, the sales manager 

or Sales Consultant should take the role of hybrid solution salesperson rather than product centric salesperson (Uluga 

& Loveland, 2014). Additionally, checklists – including the most important parameters per solution part – should 

help them to emphasize on all solution parts during pre-bid interactions. 

 

Implication: Before the officially bid starts, contractors should insist that their sales representatives take the role of hybrid 

solution salesperson and that they use checklists to gain input on the client’s experience level and their 

prioritization on all solution parts so that the sales team can determine what experts should be involved in 

time to stimulate the co-creation. 

 

Then during the bid, some experts - that build a substantial part of the sales offer - did not have direct contact (so 

did not participate in the co-creation) with the client. This implies that the level of interaction breadth in some cases 
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was limited during the bid. Importantly the analyses revealed that in two situations the solution parts, for which the 

experts had no or insufficient direct contact with the client, were less aligned to the client’s expectations. The first 

situation occurred in case I. The Project Manager only had one phone call with the client at the end of the bid. The 

client argued that they expected more detail on the project execution part and thus they were not satisfied with what 

Vanderlande eventually offered. In fact, it was one of the client’s reasons to buy the solution from the competitive 

contractor.  

Sales Engineer – Case I 

“And so we found out that Project Management and testing was really important for them. We had one conference call together with our Project 

Manager to discuss it but apparantly this was not sufficient. And that is really a shame, I think. I do count myself for that. That was something 

that the client clearly stated out: I think that our competitor just provided a better job for that part.” 

 

Client – Case I 

“Vanderlande should really think about this point. Testing before the hand-over is becoming more important in e-commerce. We learned that 

Vanderlande had a standard approach for this, but we asked ourshelves whether this was sufficient? Perhaps Vanderlande could have dived into 

that a little bit earlier in the process because testing was really important for us.” 

 

In case IV a lack of direct contact between client and the Service expert (Service Account Manager) also affected 

the client’s judgement (see table 7). A document – that the client used during an evaluation meeting with 

Vanderlande – stated that the offer related to the service part of Vanderlande was significantly more expensive than 

those proposed by the competitive contractors were. Additionally, internals reflected on the situation in the 

interviews and concluded that they did not involve service in time.  

Service Account Manager  – Case IV 

“The client compared the service propositions of all contractor and concluded that our service proposal is much more expensive. Of course, the 

question is whether the client understands the scope that we are offering. I have not have any face-to-face meetings with the client yet.”  

 

Sales Manager – Case IV 

“Service was not involved in time, but that was up to us. We are really working on this point: to involve them earlier in the process.” 

 

Sales Engineer – Case IV 

“The Service Account Manager’s involvement was really during the end of the proces. I did not have much contact with him. Someone else 

worked on the content of this service proposition. But I did not have much contact with her as well.” 

 

Important to mention is that while the interaction depth was mainly controlled by the client (how many face-to-face 

meetings they allowed), the level of interaction breadth was mainly controlled by Vanderlande: in each case, the 

internal sales team could decide which expert(s) to involve during the meetings with the client. Both the level of 

depth and breadth interaction affect the co-creation process: interaction depth indicates how often the client allows 

contractors to co-create and the interaction breadth indicates which experts the contractors is involving in the co-

creation with the client.  
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Table 7: Lack of interaction breadth and its outcomes  

Cases that lacked 

interaction breadth 

Internal actors that 

had no direct 

contact with client 

during the bid 

Level of interaction 

breadth 

 

 

Quote related to outcome 

 

Case I Project Manager 

Medium:  

Project Manager had 

contact but the 

involvement was 

insufficient according 

to client 

 

“Vanderlande should really think about this 

point. Testing before the hand-over is becoming 

more important in e-commerce. We learned that 

Vanderlande had a standard approach for this, 

but we asked ourshelves whether this was 

sufficient? Perhaps Vanderlande could have 

dived into that a little bit earlier in the process 

because testing was really important for us.” 

 

Case IV 

 

Service Account 

Manager 

 

Low:  

This experts had no 

direct contact with 

the client at all 

"The customer has collected and compared the 

service prositions from all contractors and has 

there concerns since we are much more 

expensive than our competitors”. 

5.3.4. Intra-actors interaction 

(4) What connection can be found between the difficulty of contractor-client co-creation and the degree of 

required intra-actors interaction?  

The analyses provided insights that a lack of interaction depth increases the importance of stimulating the co-creation 

via both informal interactions and intra-actors interactions. In fact, a lack of interaction depth – meaning a low 

amount of face-to-face meetings - implies that the sales offer is rather build on estimations and assumptions that do 

not always align with the client’s expectations. Discussing this set of estimations and assumptions among senior 

experts internally, for instance in team discussion and workshops, would help to create appropriate assumptions 

based on their experience level. Still, these experience-based assumptions could deviate from the client’s 

expectations. Hence, each additional contact moment with the client should be grasped to validate the set of 

estimations and assumptions made internally. If the client provides no formal opportunities for validation, then 

contractors are advised to appeal on their informal channels to do the validation.  

 

Implication:  Contractors that decide to pursue such a bid that lacks interaction depth (C) are recommended to both 

allocate sufficient seniority internally and use informal channels (I) to create experience-based assumptions 

and provide opportunities to validate these assumptions (M) so that the sales offer can be further aligned to 

the client’s expectations (O). 
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Furthermore, the lack of interaction breadth had also significant effects on the intra-actors interaction. Solutions that 

were offered consisted of four main parts that were represented by four main experts: Sales Manager, Sales Engineer, 

Project Manager, and Service Account Manager. According to Uluga & Loveland (2014), it is important that all 

these experts are strongly involved in the co-creation because the overall value of an integrated solution relies on all 

parts of the solution (Shankar et al., 2007). However, due to the fixed hierarchical structure (Tuli et al., 2007) that 

was maintained during the cases internally (See figure 10); the Sales Manager and Sales Engineer were put closer 

to the client. They were the ones that always participated in the co-creation with the client during the bids. The 

Project Manager and Service Account Manager fulfilled a supportive rather than a leading role. As a result, the 

Service Account Manager was involved in the co-creation with the client quite regularly but not permanently: for 

instance, service was not actively involved in any client-contractor interactions during the bid in case IV. Moreover, 

experts from the project execution (Planner and Project Manager) were hardly not involved in the co-creation with 

clients. Because most of the times only the Sales Manager and Sales Engineer were involved in the co-creation, they 

were the ones that received additional information on new emerging needs and how to interpret the coded needs 

from the client. If this information was non-system/commercial related, then the Sales Manager and Sales Engineer 

had to communicate that information to the right expert. Respondents reported that these long-communication lines 

were leading to biased outcomes; meaning that the information that these other experts received was sometimes 

different from the information that the client actually communicated. Additionally, the amount of information that 

was put through was mostly scarce since the system and commercial related experts were really extending the 

discussions with the client based on their own incentives: getting their own parts comprehensible. Subsequently, 

information that was captured on other solution parts was regularly communicated with delays: in many cases, it 

took several days before the information arrived at the right experts. This underlines the need for methods, such as 

internal bid architecture platforms (Philbin, 2008) or the involvement of a Bid Manager (Nickson, 2003), to enhance 

the adequacy and timing to which client’s updates are internally put through. Sales members that just received 

updates from the client could use an internal bid architecture platform to inform other internals. Additionally, the 

involvement of a Bid Manager – that takes responsible for the internal communication when bid related updates 

occur – would enhance early and adequate communication between internal actors as well.  

 

Implication: During the bid (C), contractors are advised to apply methods such as internal bid architecture platforms or 

the involvement of a Bid Manager (I) to stimulate the internal communication of updates from/to the client 

(M) so that the amount of errors and delays can be decreased (O).  
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Planner – Case II 

“For the coming  project, I should have closer contact with the main sales members. Nowadays I have much more contact with for instance the 

Sales Manager. If you look to the sales project that we are facing, then most of the times all the communication is directed to him. It is good to 

hear from the Sales Manager what the status of the project is or to just inform him about my progress. You send updates to certain people directly. 

To ensure that everything is well aligned and that the communication is adequately performed. Then you’re not only transferring information 

between internals, you’re much more involved in the sales project. And it is also the other way arround: that people know how to find me.”  

 

HLC Engineer – Case III 

“For the next project I would prefer to have more contact with the Sales Manager. Because he is the first one that gets information from the 

customer. Also with the Sales Engineer because sometimes I get my information only when I ask for it. And when I ask in general “I need this 

and this information, please ask the customer” it would be more easy to ask this to the customer directly. Because then I could directly explain 

what I mean. Because if the Sales Manager or Sales Engineer asks it, then there could be too complicated. So the communicate line is too long 

then. This is what we call “stille post” in Germany: if you start with one message and at the end, you have a complete different message.”  

 

While many updates for the sales offer were triggered by the client, there were also update requests that emerged 

via internal actors. Because the Sales Manager and Sales Engineer were positioned closest to the client, they were 

the ones that needed to explain any updates/adjustments that were triggered internally to the client (See figure 7). 

As a result they were very focused on getting the input – which they received from internal supplying actors – as 

transparent as possible. In some cases, additional discussions between actors occurred because the internal requested 

updates were not completely clear for the actors that stood closest to the client’s representatives. Or in other cases it 

conflicted because the update affected another part of the solution. For instance, in case IV the HLC Engineers 

reported an update regarding the price level of their HLC subpart (see xx). This part affected the price level of the 

system part: the Sales Engineer was held responsible for selling the system. As a result internal conflicts emerged 

because the update from one actor did not complement to other actor’s incentive. This phenomenon, which Tuli et 

al. (2007) describes as “incentive externality” caused delay and frustrations among internals. The same lack in 

complementarities of incentives was discovered between the Sales Manager and the Service Account Manager. The 

Sales Manager was rewarded based on the profit margins that were earned when selling the system while the Service 

Account Manager was rewarded on margins that reached on selling service. If the client, for instance, refused to pay 

for an increased service price-level then discounts had to be calculated for the whole solution, which directly 

threatened the margins that could be earned for the system. A reward system that is based on the client’s satisfaction 

with the whole solution - rather than on the margin on the system - would enhance the complementarities of these 

actors’ incentives. Hence, this would stimulate the corporation between internal actors.   

 

Implication: During the bid (C), contractors are recommended to maintain compensation arrangements based on the 

client’s satisfaction with the solution (including the system, project execution and services) (I) to enhance 

the complementarities of the multiple actor’s incentives (M) so that the collaboration between these internal 

actors is stimulated (O).  
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Sales Engineer – Case IV 

“Then we were intensively working to lower the price. Which we assumed should work with the Adapto concept. However, we experienced some 

setbacks. First, Adapto become more expensive over time. It was in this period that Vanderlande just planned to launch it to the market: 

assumptions were continuously changing. And everything became more expensive. So we struggled with that. And simultaneously the price of 

the IT part did not decrease as we hoped it would. So there were many internal discussions going on: “With this price level we are not able to 

sell any system! We were continuously attacking them: How on earth can we sell a project with such a price level?  

 

HLC Engineer – Case IV 

“They made a price switch and said:  “this price level for the IT part is just too expensive. That sound familiar to us. The noice came from the 

client but it is also often recalled by people internally. The IT part would be cheaper for an Adapto concept, however the mechanical part is 

mostly more expensive. But was also counts is: if he makes a change that decreases costs for his part, then this change could make the entire 

solution more expensive.” 

5.4. General insights  

Besides cases related data, respondents also provided considerable input about general things related to the sales 

process. This part reports the most important findings: 

 

1. The system based view of Philbin (2008) was used to describe the Bid Management process and to structure 

the data. While Philbin (2008) presents Bid Management as a linear process, this study concludes that the Bid 

Management process rather is an iterative process. All clients applied multiple selection round during which 

Vanderlande’s sales offer was evaluated multiple times. As a result, the Requirements Capture, Bid 

Development and Bid Evaluation phase were repeated several times. Surprisingly, the respondents did not 

mention things specifically related to any form of bid architecture or bid preparation diagrams.  

 

2. Another surprising insight that was gained, was the inconsistency on the input regarding the reasons for losing 

the bid. Internals that were involved in the same bid did not always consistently point out the same reasons for 

losing the bid. Additionally, their input did not always match the input regarding the reasons for losing the 

project that were conducted from the interviews with the clients. Simultaneously these clients confirmed that 

they sent a list of reasons why Vanderlande lost the project via e-mail. Respondents reported that once it became 

known that the project was lost, it was mostly informally discussed between some actors. Surprisingly there 

was no formal meeting (sales close down meeting) planned to evaluate the bid.  
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3. Due to limited resource capacity, many sales employees were involved in multiple bids. As a result, some actors 

changed in person along the bid. In general, respondents reported that a change in person required additional 

time internally to transfer work from one colleague to the other.  

 

4. It became apparent during the collection of data that members of the sales team were really fighting to get a 

bid and simultaneously win that bid. As a result, many were very positive about the chances of winning the 

bid. However, clients were clearly pointing out some weaknesses in their sales offers. This insight seems to 

relate to the phenomenon “subjective commitment”: since the sales members were strongly committed to their 

own sales offer, they were more likely to judge it as very positive.  

 

5. Interaction was considered important by everyone; both content and presenting-wise. Considerable feedback 

was provided about the presenting-wise aspect. As reported, the amount of contact moments with clients were 

mostly quite limited during the bid and so, controlling the content (content-wise) was equally as important as 

how it was transferred to the client (presenting-wise). Many respondents argued that they should spend more 

time on preparing the presentation: how to communicate the content. Additionally, many were convinced that 

tools such as, animations or simulations, would definitely boost the way of how the content could be transferred 

during the presentation. Moreover, in one case the sales team knew that there was a clear weakness in the 

concept. This pre-knowledge seems to affect the confidence level of some of the sales members during the 

presentation. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1. Conclusions 

This thesis focused on explaining how contractors should co-create integrated solutions with their clients and 

between their internal actors in very formal selling situations, called biddings. A literature review was performed to 

capture theoretical insights on selling integrated solutions and on how contractors should manage their bids. This 

theoretical analysis provided an important insight that clients not only value (a) the solution’s content but also (b) 

the process through which the solution is created with the solution provider. Because co-creation revealed to enhance 

both a & b, it is an important occupation that contractors should perform when selling integrated solutions. However, 

co-creation requires clients to be open to start frequent content-related discussions with a contractor and clients 

should be willing to share information about their business processes. This is contrary to the role that clients actually 

fulfill during biddings. Clients that initiate biddings often maintain coded bidding rules which strongly limited the 

amount of direct contact with the contractor and the amount of information that was shared with that contractor. As 

such, these clients hampered the co-creation, making it difficult for contractor to co-create the solution.  Because 

the amount of formal interactions was limited by the client during biddings, performing informal interactions with 

the client would be an opportunity for contractor to stimulate the co-creation. Informal interactions during biddings 

did not yet take the attention of scholars in Bid Management and integrated solution related areas. Hence, this study 

firstly focused on informal interactions between client and contractor and secondly on whether it could provide 

competitive advantages for contactors. Moreover, this study was about private biddings in a B2B context. Rather 

than European bids – that contain public fixed rules – private bids are processes in which each client applies own 

bidding rules based on their procurement policy. Hence, the degree to which formal interactions was restricted in 

private bids differs per client.  Therefore this study’s third focus was to investigate the degree to which a specific 

client limited formal interactions, in terms of interaction breadth and interaction depth (Cova & Salle, 2007). And 

fourthly, it aimed to discover how such a client specific restriction would affect the interactions between the involved 

actors within the contracting firm. Hence, these focus points provided four constructs: formal/informal, interaction 

depth, interaction breadth, and internal interaction (within the contracting firm). Insight on these construct have been 

collected for four practical cases to explore how contractors could stimulate co-creation before and during bidding 

with the aim of providing their clients with more effective integrated solutions. Hence, this study’s main research 

question was as follows: 
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How should Vanderlande perform co-creation with their clients and between their internal actors before and 

during bidding to enhance the solution’s short-term performance? 

 

The pre-bid phase (phase before the bidding), revealed to be an important period which Vanderlande should use to 

set-up and stimulate the co-creation. Because bidding rules did not yet stand here, clients were generally more open 

and willing to start discussions (high level of interaction depth) and to share information with Vanderlande. As a 

result, much prior knowledge on aspects such as the solution’s content, the client decision making unit and, the 

client’s bidding procedure that determined future possibilities to co-create, could be captured. Then, based on this 

prior knowledge, the management of Vanderlande determined the bid’s winnability and desirable, and decide 

whether to bid or not. Hence, the decision to bid clearly depended on the prior knowledge that was captured by 

Vanderlande sales members in the pre-bid phase. In each practical case, Vanderlande involved only a small amount 

of experts in the pre-bid phase that mainly focused on two parts (the system and the commercial parts) of the four 

solution parts. As a result, the set of prior knowledge generally lacked insights on the other two solution parts (project 

execution and operational services). Additionally, the experts generally focused on the content of several solution 

parts but not really aimed to gain insights on what procurement policy the client was planning to apply during the 

bid. However, insights on the client’s planned procurement policy would clarify which opportunities Vanderlande 

would have to perform co-creation when the bid was to be pursued. Likewise, there was no focus on gaining insights 

on the opportunities to perform informal interactions if the client was expected to launch a formal bid.  

 

Then during the bid, informal interactions between the contractor and the client occurred in all cases. Whether they 

occurred did not appear to depend only on whether the client firm maintained bidding rules. It also depended on the 

client firm’s culture and the personal preferred communication style of a client’s single representative. A client firm 

that allowed little discussions could still perform significant informal interactions and the other way around. 

Additionally, it also depended on the amount of actual contractors in the bid. Overall clients started to interact more 

informal in the latest stages of the bid because then most of the contractors were already dropped. Fourthly, the 

relationship between the client’s representative and the contractor’s representative strongly affected the informal 

interactions that happened with the client both before and during the bid. Contractor are advised to scan these factors 

to determine to what degree the co-creation can be stimulated via informal interaction during the bid.  
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Further analyses on events during the bid revealed that as the level of interaction depth (the amount of formal 

interactions between the client and contractor) decreased, informal interactions between contractor and client, and 

interaction between internal actors became more important for the co-creation. If only a few formal interactions 

were allowed then there was little opportunity to go through all the client’s coded demands. Consequently, a 

considerable part of the sales offer was then based on assumptions from the contractor’s sales members. Internal 

interactions revealed to be an important craft that helped to make these assumptions more realistic. Based on their 

experience, senior sales members were generally better capable of create realistic assumptions without needing many 

interactions with the client. However, even if assumptions were built on experience, they could still deviate from 

the client’s expectations: informal interactions were still required to validate the set of assumptions. Importantly, a 

lack of interaction breadth caused some parts of the solution to be poorly aligned with the client’s expectations. 

Without any direct contact, the sales members found it hard to interpret the coded needs correctly. More negative 

effects of the lack of interaction breadth were the long communications lines that emerged when updates on certain 

solutions parts had to be communicated from the client to other internal expert and vice versa.  

6.2. Recommendations 

Based upon all analyses, contractors are recommended to perform the following actions before the bidding: 

1. The management should insist that the sales representatives that have direct contact with the client take the 

role of hybrid solution salespersons and that they use checklists to capture information about the client’s 

experience level and their prioritization on all solution parts.  

 

 Input on all solution parts helps the management to indicate the strength and weaknesses of the entire 

solution; resulting in a more accurate determination of the bid’s winnability and desirability; 

 The checklist should include the most important parameters per solution part. These parameters should 

be defined by multiple senior sales members of different solution parts and the management;  

 Based on the input from the checklist, the management can determine what other experts should be 

involved in the pre-bid phase to stimulate the co-creation. For instance, if the checklist reveals that the 

client is experienced and strongly focused on operational services, then they could decide to involve 

the Service Account Manager. 
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2. Sales representatives that have direct contact with the client should aim to gain insights on the bidding 

approach that the client is planning to maintain. This helps contractors to determine the degree to which 

the client will hamper/stimulate co-creation during the bid.  

 

 The degree to which the client will hamper/stimulate co-creation provides (additional) input for the 

management to determine the bid’s winnability; 

 If it appears that the client’s bidding approach would strongly hamper the co-creation (allowing very 

little formal interactions), then the sales representatives should investigate what opportunities there are 

to perform informal interactions. This requires the application of market research and internal 

organization scans to gain information on factors (see figure 11) that affect the applicability of 

performing informal interactions with the client during the bid. 

 

Contractors are recommended to perform the following actions during the bidding: 

3. Contractors that decide to pursue a bid for the client’s bidding approach is hampering the co-creation, are 

recommended to add seniority into the sales team and use informal information channels.  

 

 The involvement of senior sales members will help to set more realistic assumptions because then these 

assumptions are built on experience; 

 Informal interactions need to be used as a tool to validate internal made assumptions. These are 

definitely required because the experience-based assumptions could still deviate from the client’s 

expectations.  

 

4. Contractors are advised to apply internal bid architecture forums/platforms or the involvement of a Bid 

Manager to stimulate adequate and timely communication of updates (explanations on how to interpret 

coded needs, request for new needs) that the client initiates during the bid.  

 

 Bid architecture forums/platforms or the involvement of a Bid Manager would help to decrease the 

inaccuracy and delay of the internal communication of updates from the client. Additionally it helps 

the internal sales team to determine the impacts that any updates from the client has on the solution 

parts.  
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5. Contractors are recommended to insert a compensation arrangement that is based on the client’s satisfaction 

with the solution so that it stimulates internal actors from all parts to collaborate. Rewards based on client’s 

satisfaction with solution.  

 

 A reward system based on the client’s satisfaction with the solution creates one shared goal for every 

internal sales member: making the client satisfied with both the system and the service that is provided.  

Hence, this reward system is expected to stimulate the collaboration between the internals. 

6.3. Theoretical & practical contributions 

Firstly, this study theoretically contributed since it fulfilled the need in Bid Management research related area to 

deliver new insights in the form of studying practical case studies (Philbin, 2008). Secondly, it has expanded the 

construct informal information channel (Williams & McDonald, 1993) by providing the role and course of informal 

interactions before and during biddings. Thirdly, this study provided new definitions for interaction depth and 

breadth (Cova & Salle, 2007) in the context of bidding. Fourthly, it has examined how the levels of interaction depth 

and breadth affected the intra-actors interaction (interaction between the internal actors within the contracting firm). 

This study provides further support for the result of Smartt & Ferreira (2012): that as the amount of direct contact 

between the contractor and client increases, the chance of winning the bid becomes higher. Additionally, it provides 

reasoning why firms should aim to establish informal information channels in high formal bids to stimulate co-

creation. Moreover, it shows contractors how the interaction between there internal actors is impacted based on the 

level of interaction depth and breadth that the bid has.  

6.4. Limitations  

The nature of this study was qualitative, which implies that the results were mainly built on the oral input from 

people from Vanderlande and client firms. Although, the aim was to uptain the most complete dataset, the researcher 

experienced that not all stories from the interviewees provided a complete image on the bidding process. Mostly, 

because the bid was performed some time ago. Fortunalety, many event could be determined with the use of archival 

documents. Therefore, only events that could be verified with both interview data and archival documentary data 

were included. Additionally, because the biddings were very formal selling situations, the researcher experienced 
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that interviewees were not always open about informal occurences. Again, informal interaction that could not be 

verified with archival data, were excluded. Moreover, the input from client firms was limited because not all of them 

gave permission to record the interview.  Hence, the completeness of the data set – on which the results are based – 

is a bit questionable. Although all result have been validated within the research team, through archival data and 

within a group of  practical experts, it is the researcher’s interpretation of the current data set, on which the results 

are formed. Compared to scholars in the area of Bid Management (Philbin, Ferreira, Lewis and Smartt), the 

researcher’s experience level is still at an exploraty stage. 

6.5. Future research 

This study provide arguments why contractors should perform informal interactions, but does not particularly 

mention how contractors should do it. Hence, future research should be performed to provide contractors with 

practical implications how to stimulate informal interactions with clients during the bid.  Moreover, this study 

recommended contractors to use methods that help contractors to structure the identification of client’s expectations 

on all parts of the solution. The use of checklists would be an option, though additional investigation on this would 

help to provide additional, perhaps more effective, methods. Due to the timeframe of this research, the bid cases 

could only be assessed on short-term outcome (bid won or lost). However, scholars argue that an effective bid would 

also have effects on the long-term. Hence, future research that follows bid cases for longer periods would provide 

extended insight on the effectiveness of those bids.  Additionally, the inter-organizational interaction (interaction 

between the contractor and its suppliers) was not included in this study’s scope. Researchers could also focus on this 

type of interactions to investigate how these (could) affect the bid outcomes. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A – The Bid Management process explained  

 

Figure 13: The Bid Management process (Philbin, 2008) 

 

1. Business planning stage: this stage concerns the pre-analysis of the business opportunity (Philbin, 2008; Roney, 2004) 

and will start with an acquaintance with the client. Once the interest in the business opportunity increased, the contractor 

would set the next step to analysis the ITB of the client. The contractor will now aim at gaining a deeper understanding 

of the client and its process but also about its own capabilities, its portfolio and the industries/markets they serve 

(Anderson, Narsus & Van Rossum, 2006). If the opportunity is both winnable and desirable (Ryals & Rackham, 2015) 

that the contractor will decide to join the bidding.  

 

2. Requirements capture stage: once the decision is made to further engage, more resources will be dedicated to focus 

specifically on the client’s requirements (Philbin, 2008). In most cases, the requirements capturing implies the analysis 

of an extensive bid requirement document that is handed-over by the client (Lewis, 2003). This document contains all 

technical and commercial related requirements.  

 

3. Bid architecture stage: in this stage the structural overview of all bid related elements is created. The architecture will 

provide all stakeholders with information on how the bid should be developed, hence counting as important preparation 

of the actual bid development itself (Philbin, 2008). Finally architecture will strengthen software facility systems and 

internal communication of the bid team (Samad et al., 2007).  

 

4. Bid development stage: the bid development initially rests on the formulation of the bid architecture thus in fact it is 

the implementation of the bid architecture (Philbin, 2008). Its activities concern the implementation of the technology 

related solution offering as well as the value proposition, including the financial model and the resources to be 

employed for the project (Jaques, 2011; Nickson, 2003).  

 

5. Bid evaluation stage: The bid evaluation is about the assessment of the content of the designed solutions and how this 

content is being presented in the bid document (Lewis, 2003; Nickson, 2003). Assessing the content concerns the check 

to what extent the solutions comply with the client’s requirements whereas assessment related to content’s presentation 

is about assessing the buildup and lay-out that are maintained in the bid document (Jaques, 2011). It also requires the 

contractor to be critical about how their results will be received by the client (Nickson, 2003).  
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Appendix B – Possible outcomes of the Bid Management process 

Table 8: Possible outcomes of the Bid Management process 

                                                       Short-term outcomes 

Client declines bid 
Bid is lost 

  

Client accepts bid 
Bid is won 

  

  

  

  

  

                                                         Long-term outcomes 

Equity lost 
Bid funded by contractor 

  Internal success 

  Productivity 
Efficiency of bid/project execution   

Deprivation of future revenue 
Opportunity is missed 

  External success 

  

Customer 
satisfaction 

Customer’s overall 
evaluation on 

offerings 

Repeat business 
Customer is satisfied 

Upselling 
Sell additional (high value) 

assets 

  Cross-selling 
Sell supportive assets and/or 

services 

 

 
No repeat  business 
Customer is dissatisfied 

Extra revenue  
is lost 

Client is likely to continue 
business with competitor 

 

Appendix C – Objectives of the internal actors within the contracting firm  

Table 9: Internal actors and their objectives (Smartt & Ferreira, 2012) 

  

Bid/project level objectives Organizational wide objectives 

Maximize 
value of Real 

Options 

Maximize 
NPV of 

opportunity 

Maximize 
probability of 
winning the 

bid 

Minimize 
cost of 

preparing the 
bid 

Maximize the 
capital 

position of the 
organization 

Minimize the 
idle rate of 

staff 

Maximize the 
likelihood of 

repeat 
business 

Company Shareholder         x   x 
Top Executive         x   x 
Project Manager x x x x     x 
Bid Manager     x x      

Lead Engineer   x x       x 
Systems Lead Engineer   x x       x 
Functional Manager   x x     x x 
Individual Contributor     x     x x 
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Appendix D – Data that will be collected for interaction related events 

 

Figure 14: Client-contractor interaction point event 

 

 

Figure 15: Intra-actors interaction point event 
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Appendix E – Codebook based on the literature findings 

Table 10: Codebook - categories based on literature review 

 

Code Tag Description

FCCI Formal Contractor-Client Interaction
The formal interplay between contractor and client 

during the Bid Management process

ICCI Informal Contractor-Client Interaction

The informal interplay between contractor and 

client as part of the informal co-creation during 

the Bid Management process

IOI Inter-Organizational Interaction

The interplay between the inter-organizational 

actors as part of the co-creation within the 

contracting firm during the Bid Management 

process

Code Tag Description

BP Business Planning stage
All activities that take place before the decision to 

engage is made

RC Requirements Capture stage
All activities that take place regarding the 

capturing of client's requirements

BA Bid Architecture
All activities that take place as part of the 

development preparation

BD Bid Development
All activities that take place as part of the bid 

development 

BE Bid Evaluation
All activities that take place as part of the bid 

evaluation 

Code Tag Description

Pbm Bid Manager
The Bid Manager manages and coordinates the bid 

activities and required resources (Nickson, 2003).

Pps Product salesman
Works on the commercial product related aspects 

of the bid.

Pss Service salesman
Works on the commercial service related aspects 

of the bid.

Ppexp Product expert
Engineers the technical  product related aspects of 

the bid.

Psexp Service expert
Engineers the technical service related aspects of 

the bid.

Ppm Project Manager
Employee that is responsible for managing the 

entire project that could follow from this bid. 

Pfm Functional manager

Manages a group of people with the same 

functional background. Is responsible for 

assigning its members to the bid.

Pgm General management (executives)
Leads the organizational: is mainly involved during 

the bid's most important decision points.

Code Tag Description

A Activity event

Activities that take place during the Bid 

Management process (bid meeting, pricing 

meeting etc.)

CEI Internal context event
Changes in the contracting firm context in which 

the Bid Management process takes place.

CEE External context event

Changes in the external (client, contractor's 

suppliers) context that could affect the Bid 

Management process.

Co-creation related codes (Hakanen & Jaakkola, 2012; Tuli et al., 2007)

Time based related codes (Philbin, 2008)

People codes (Smartt & Ferreira, 2012)

General codes 
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Appendix F – Case description 

 

Process description of case I  

 

Before the bid: Over the past years, Vanderlande participated in several bids that this client firm initiated for their 

local centers in China and Belgium. Because these two bids were lost, Vanderlande was eager to win the next one. 

An opportunity arose at the end of 2014 when Vanderlande was invited to share ideas about an emerging request for 

an automated warehouse solution for the local center in Czech Republic. This pre-bid contact started with some e-

mailing and conference calls between the Sales Manager, the Sales Consultant, a client representative, and 

representatives from the consultancy firm that assisted the client during the bid. Because the consultancy firm was 

also involved during the bids in China and Belgium, their representatives were familiar with Vanderlande as well. 

Eventually, the client requested a face-to-face meeting because they wanted to have some additional input about the 

conveyor specific part of the solution request. The Sales Consultant got approval from the Vanderlande Management 

and joined the meeting in December. During the meeting, he aimed to direct the solution towards Vanderlande’s 

strength (conveyor belts technology). Additionally, he captured additional knowledge about the client’s request for 

shuttles. Rules about what information was allowed to be communicated to contractors did not yet stand, so the 

internals perceived the client as quite informal. The client proposed the option of selecting two contractors: one for 

the conveyor part and one for the shuttle part. Their official bid request document was send to Vanderlande in 

February. The Management decided to pursue bid, because they expected to win the contract for the conveyor part. 

A sales engineer was assigned to assist the Sales Consultant with designing the system and select the right mechanics. 

The Sales Consultant received some sketches and process data that the sales team could use as additional input for 

the bid response. 

 

During the bid: A consultancy firm assisted the client with building an extensive bid specification document. 

Detailed requirements on each functional parts of the solution (system, commercials, project execution, and services) 

were included. The document also included clear bidding rules regarding communication: contractors were only 

allowed to contact the consultant firm. Additionally, these rules prescribed what information was allowed to be 

shared with contractors and what not. As a result, the client and the consult firm’s representatives started to behave 

formal when the bid started. The client had set out a clear bid schedule, in just 3 months there were a limited amount 

of face-to-face meetings to discuss the solution’s content with the client. There would be a kick-off meeting with 

each contractor. Then there was a meeting for each contractor to present their concept and budget indication. Based 

on the quality of the offering, the client would select the two best contractors and then give those two a few weeks 

to update their offer.  After the second round presentation, the client would select one of the contractors with whom 

they started the financial negations to close the deal. The Sales Engineer and Sales Consultant started to prepare the 

kick-off in the beginning of March. They also involved the Service Account Manager to have some early internal 

discussions about both system and service related requirements. During the preparation of the first offer, the sales 

team continuously communicated with the consultant firm, who collected all question and presented a Q&A list a 

week before the presentation session. The offer was submitted at the end of March and the Sales Manager, Sales 

Consultant, Sales Engineer, and Service Account Manager joined the meeting to present their parts of the solution. 
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The Project Manager was not able to join that meeting.  His absence was disappointing since the client was really 

focused on the project take-over and execution (testing, project management). This was because they had 

experienced many problems with their contractor in Belgium to get the system operational. Some of the internal 

involvers stated that they did not understand the importance of the client’s focus on testing and project management 

in time. After the presentation, the sales team became aware of the misunderstanding that they had about the client’s 

proposition to select two contractors, one for the conveyor and one for the shuttle part. While the client was inserting 

it as an optional choice in their request, the sales team rather interpreted it as a fixed choice they made in their 

request. During the analysis, a client’s representative mentioned in the interview that they stated in the bid 

specification document that this proposition was an optional choice: if there were any financial benefits to buy from 

two different contractors, then they would have done it so. Because they did not find any financial benefits, the client 

decided to select one contractor to deliver both the conveyor and the shuttle parts. Importantly, the Management 

earlier decided, based on the assumption that it was a fixed part of the request, to pursue the bid because they were 

convinced that Vanderlande would win the contract for the conveyor part. This misunderstanding regarding the 

client’s proposition really changed the win ability for Vanderlande, because they knew that their competitor had a 

stronger solution for the shuttle part. Respondent admitted that they discovered the real meaning of this proposition 

too late. Surprisingly, the Management did not reject the bid once they became aware of the misunderstanding. 

While the sales team was updating their offer, the client requested a site visit to see some practical examples of both 

the conveyor and shuttle part. Just before this site visit, one member of the consultant firm communicated to 

Vanderlande that their shuttle part was much more expensive than the one of their competitor. As a response, the 

Management aimed to rescale the price: they knew that the shuttle part was lacking on technology, so a rescale of 

price was found necessary to remain competitive for both parts. The Sales Manager, Sales Consultant, and Sales 

Engineer took client’s representatives from both the European Head Quarters and local site in Czech Republic with 

them to visit two existing sites in Germany. After the site visit there was a final meeting to present the updated offer. 

Because questions on project execution remained, the Sales Engineer and Project Manager organized a conference 

call to have additional discussions about their offerings regarding testing and project management.  After a few 

weeks, in May 2015, they were informed that the bid was lost. The client reported that their competitor had a stronger 

solution for the shuttle part. Additionally, too many uncertainties regarding testing and project management 

remained. The client’s representative argued that they had hoped to receive more detailed input on that part from 

Vanderlande.  

 

Process description of case II 

 

Before the bid: The next case concerns a Request to Bid from a Swiss company that delivers electronical ICT 

hardware and software to both businesses and consumers. Their local organization in Finland recently had to move 

to another location and so the request for an automated warehouse solution to be installed in the new building was 

raised. A local agent in Finland informed the Sales Manager about this potential lead and the first meeting between 

him and client’s representatives from the local office in Finland was planned in October 2013. Although the Sales 

Manager did not know this client, he perceived the client’s representatives as open, friendly and rather informal. 

The request for an integrated solution was very serious since the local party in Finland had to move to another 
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building next year. Additionally, this firm owned multiple distribution center in Europe and was not yet part of 

Vanderlande’s portfolio, which made it an interesting lead. As a result, the Management decided to pursue the bid. 

 

During the bid: The client invited eight contractors and all of them had to deliver a scope and budget indication. 

One of the Sales Engineer was assigned internally to prepare the budget indication. Based on the scope and budget 

indications, the client selected the two best contractors. Since Vanderlande was one of them, the Sales Manager and 

Sales Engineer were invited to present their first offer in the end of November. Due to the workload of the Sales 

Engineer, one of his colleagues took over. The sales members had some experience with Finnish culture and so 

expected the client’s representatives to behave rather formal. Surprisingly, the client’s representatives involved acted 

rather informal. They were very open to share information and allowed many meetings to discuss their needs. 

Additional meetings were certainly needed, since the client only delivered a brief coded description of their 

demanded technical scope. As a result, the Sales Manager and Sales Engineer had several workshops in January and 

March to discuss the client’s processes and needs to design the system concept and mechanics. The client’s COO 

from the Headquarters in Switzerland joined those workshops as well. Additionally, the client proposed an IT 

workshop in which Vanderlande HLC engineers could discuss the controls part of the solution with their IT manager. 

They also wanted Vanderlande to set-up an integration with their key supplier, which earlier provided the client with 

a Warehouse Management System. Hence, representatives of this key supplier joined the IT workshop as well. 

Internal respondents mentioned that client’s representatives remained very informal and that they were pleased about 

their corporation. The Sales Engineer and HLC Engineer kept close contact to align their parts. Over time, the client 

even became open about actions that Vanderlande’s competitor was doing. It became clear that Vanderlande was 

doing a better job. The Sales members were expecting a win shortly. The invitation to present their final solution 

arrived in May. However, it was at this meeting that they met the client’s new COO from Switzerland, which had 

much influence in the client’s DMU. He decided to replace the existing competitor by a new competitor from Austria. 

Vanderlande knew that this Austrian competitor was much more difficult to beat. In fact, the bid started all over 

again. Vanderlande sales members kept their strong relationships with the client’s representatives from the Finnish 

local office. These Finnish people wanted to start the business case with Vanderlande though; it became clear that 

the people from Switzerland would make the final decision. People from the Headquarters in Switzerland came with 

new questions and so new meetings to discuss the system were held in June and August. Because there were also 

questions about Service, the Service Account Manager visited the client in Finland in June. Respondents argued that 

these questions led to minor changes since they already strongly aligned the different parts internally. In September, 

it became very quiet because the client’s representatives from Switzerland tried to reach an agreement with the 

Austrian contractor. However, the Austrian supplier behaved inflexible; sticking to their standardized system offer, 

which at the end did not fully fulfill the client’s needs. Additionally, people from the local office in Finland insisted 

to re-open the dialogue with Vanderlande. Finally, in November the client’s representatives from Switzerland orally 

confirmed that they would start the financial negations with Vanderlande. The client and Sales Manager finally 

reached a final agreement in December and the contract was signed just before Christmas 2014. The client argued 

that they were very pleased about the corporate with Vanderlande’s sales members: they had given them the trust 

and showed the right level of flexibility to come to the right sales offer. Additionally, the client’s WMS supplier 

communicated very positive words about their corporation with the Vanderlande’s sales team.  
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Process description of case III 

 

Before the bid: The third case concerns a request for an integrated solutions that came from a parcel & postal logistic 

firm that had done frequent business with Vanderlande before. The parcel & postal logistic market is known for its 

high level of competitiveness: only a few big players dominate this market and they heavily compete on price. As a 

result, the client’s way of working was perceived by the internal actors as quite professional and standardized during 

the bid. Important to mention is that in each bid this client initiates a part of the DMU is built of technical and 

commercially oriented people from the Headquarters in Germany. Because Vanderlande responding on many bids, 

those people from the DMU were known for the team. The other part of the DMU consisted of people from the local 

sites in Eindhoven and Utrecht. Only a few of them were known by the sales members. A few weeks before the bid 

officially started, one of the technical employees from the client’s Headquarters in Germany established contact with 

a Sales Engineer of Vanderlande. The Sales Engineer was asked to provide a brief budget indication based on the 

technical design that this client wanted to propose in the bid specification document. The Sales Engineer informed 

the Management and Sales Manager about the coming bid. The Management knew that this bid was the first one of 

a new series of bids that would be initiated by this client the coming period. If they could succeed to contract the 

business case then they would have a fine reference for the new bids to come.  

 

During the bid: The official Request to Bid was received on the 23rd of September 2014. Vanderlande received 

documents filled with detailed coded specifications. The client kept a clear schedule: the contractors were allowed 

to join the kick-off meeting: a visit to the existing site in Eindhoven and some space to ask questions to clarify the 

coded documents from the specification documents. A month later that had to deliver the first proposal and a budget 

indication. Based on the client’s feedback, contractor had three weeks to update and present their new offer. Finally, 

the client informed all contractors about their win/loss in the beginning of December 2014. A few days before the 

kick-off with the client, the Sales Engineer and Sales Manager organized an internal open-up meeting to discuss the 

opportunities, risks, strengths and weaknesses. Then they informed the Service Account Manager and HLC Engineer 

and handed-over the specification documents internally. The Sales Manager and Sales Engineer joined the kick-off 

and asked the client additional questions related to the system and service parts of the solution. Then the next four 

weeks they started to work on the first offer. Because they wanted to have an additional discussion about the system, 

the Sales Manager invited some client representatives to come to Veghel. Although this was not formally permitted, 

some of the client representatives joined the discussion in Veghel. The first offer was presented in November. This 

meeting included the involvement of the Sales Manager, Sales Engineer, HLC Engineer and Service Account 

Manager. The client clearly stated that Vanderlande was missing a type of technology for a specific part of the 

solution, which the other two competitors were able to offer. However, they were allowed to stay in the bid. While 

the sales team worked on updating the offer, the client kept on repeated the message about the missing technology. 

The sales team became less certain about their winning chances. Because most of the sales members had strong 

relationships with people from the client’s DMU, Vanderlande knew what other two competitors were still in the 

bid. Because the missing piece of technology seemed to be insuperable, the Sales Manager aimed to set-up a deal 

with one of these competitors. The deal was that they would deliver Vanderlande the missing technology and 

simultaneously withdraw from the bid. The Sales Manager informed the client about the idea and they allowed the 
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deal to be made. Subsequently, the competitor accepted the deal and withdrew from the bid leaving only one 

competitor in the bid. Unfortunately there was little time to discuss the exact terms of the deal. The competitor 

eventually offered the missing technology for a price that made the entire offer of Vanderlande much less 

competitive. The client decided not to proceed the commercial negations with Vanderlande and finally informed 

them about that the loss in December 2014. The client’s feedback was focused on the missing technology: they were 

really convinced that they needed that type of technology as part of their solution. The final offer that including the 

specific technology of their competitor, was found much too expensive.  

 

Process description of case IV 

 

Before the bid: This last case is about the response on a Request to Bid from a Belgium firm that is known as being 

one of the biggest foodservice companies in Belgium. Due to their expected growth their management decided to 

contact several potential suppliers to design a logistic solution. A few months before the bid, this client sought 

contact with a few potential contractors including Vanderlande. One of Vanderlande’s Sales Managers settle the 

contact but considered the request less profitable than the other leads that he was handling. A few weeks later 

Vanderlande internally appointed a new Sales Manager, who was eager to have his first sales project. Because the 

Belgium client repeatedly contacted Vanderlande, the new Sales Manager was ordered to have a meeting with them. 

The client came with a more detailed proposition about what they wanted and it seemed that the lead was much 

more profitable than they previously thought. Based on the input from the Sales Manager, the Management saw an 

opportunity to offer this client one of their new systems Because the system that they had in mind had not been sold 

yet, the Management hoped to establish a first reference in order to stimulate this system's future sales rate.  

 

During the bid: The sales team was internally formed in November 2014. After a brief internal kick-off, the Sales 

Manager and Sales Engineer joined a meeting with the client. Much discussion was needed because the client only 

provided a brief coded description of their needs. A few days after the meeting, the client representatives 

communicated that Vanderlande was allowed to present their first design next month because they were satisfied 

about the meeting. They also told the sales members that three other contractors were involved. Then in December 

2014, the Sales Manager and Sales Engineer presented their solution. The client was impressed about their offer and 

request a budget indication. Then the next month’s additional meetings were planned to discuss the system offer and 

the pricing more in detail. Simultaneously, one of the client’s main representatives was appointed Project Manager 

and became the main contact person for Vanderlande. So far, the client’s representatives overall were considered 

open and informal. However, this specific contact person behaved very formal: he refused to provide Vanderlande 

with additional information about price level expectations or actions from competitors. Respondents reflected on 

this event and argued that they should have focused more on other members of the DMU as well. Over time, the 

client came with several additional needs for which the offer had to be updated. Although the client was pleased 

about the system that was offered, they could not accept the price that Vanderlande indicated. During a meeting in 

April they insisted that Vanderlande should do something with their price level, because their competitor would be 

at least 5 percent cheaper. A next meeting was planned in June to discuss the IT controls part of the solution with 

the client. The client’s IT manager was not satisfied about the price level that was offered. Then internal discussions 
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started because the sales team became aware that they could not win the bid with the maintained price level. Some 

technical support actors argued that possibilities to further lower the price were very limited. Finally, the sales team 

decided to offer a different type of system that was more aligned to the client’s expected price level. The main 

advantage of the new system type was its scalability: Vanderlande would offer the client a flexible system that they 

could easily expand based on the actual business growth. Additionally, the costs for IT could be lowered because 

the new type of system included more cost-efficient software. In August 2015, the Sales Manager and Sales Engineer 

presented their new offer. The client responded positively because it was much more aligned with their expected 

price level. And so, they requested a complete offer that included all solution parts. Importantly, the change of 

system had also impacted the service and project execution parts of the solution. The Sales Manager and Sales 

Engineer argued that they involved the Service Account Manager too late. The Service Account Manager mentioned 

that he did not join any meeting with the client. Additionally he reported to have little contact with the Sales Engineer 

and Sales Manager. A few weeks later, the client’s main representative arranged a meeting with their executive 

board and each of the contractors to discuss all received offers. The client revealed that Vanderlande was second in 

the ranking. One important remark was about the service proposition. It was found too expensive and did not align 

with their expectations. An additional remark was made about the timing of project execution: one competitor had 

offered a lead-time that was 6 months shorter. The client proposed the remaining three competitors to provide a last 

update before they would make the final decision. The bid is currently still in progress. 
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Appendix G – Process event diagrams 

 

Process event diagram of Case I 
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Process event diagram of Case II 
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Process event diagram of Case III 
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Process event diagram of Case IV 

 


